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SUMMARY
The objective of this research has been to study the high-power device prop-
erties of emerging cubic-phase semiconductors. Though the wide-bandgap semicon-
ductors have great potential as high-power microwave devices, many gaps remain in
the knowledge about their properties.
The calculations in this work are performed using a ensemble Monte Carlo simu-
lator. The simulator was designed from the ground up to include accurate, numeri-
cal band structures derived from an empirical pseudo-potential model. The carrier-
phonon scattering rates and impact ionization rates are derived from the calculated
band structures. The Monte Carlo simulator is fully-numeric, eliminating the partial
analytic calculations that existed in previous versions. This not only improves the
accuracy of the simulations, but also allows free movement among many different ma-
terials with no change to the simulator (a feature not possible in previous versions).
Additional improvements have been made to the simulator: the generalized device
structure simulation, the fully-numerical final state selector, and the inclusion of the
overlap integrals in the final-state selection.
The device structure used in this work is a metal-semiconductor-field-effect-transistor
(MESFET). This is a common device structure used for the materials in question:
cubic-phase silicon carbide (3C-SiC), zincblende-phase gallium nitride (ZB-GaN), and
gallium arsenide (GaAs). 3C-SiC and ZB-GaN are the wide-bandgap semiconductors
on which this work focuses. GaAs is used as a control for the simulator and as a
small-bandgap comparison material.
The first comparison that is made among the materials is direct-current break-
down. DC breakdown is a common calculation that occurs when the drain voltage
xiv
on the transistor causes significant enough impact ionization to induce an impact
ionization current. The voltage at which breakdown occurs is a good indication of
how much power a transistor can provide. It is found that GaAs has the smallest DC
breakdown, with 3C-SiC and ZB-GaN being over 3 times higher. This follows what
is expected and is discussed in detail in the work.
The second comparison made is the radio-frequency breakdown of the transistors.
When devices are used in high-frequency applications it is possible to operate them
beyond DC breakdown levels. This phenomenon is caused by the reaction time of
the carriers in the device. It is important to understand this effect if these materials
are expected to be used in a high-frequency application, since this effect can cause a
change in the ability of a material to produce high-power devices. MESFETs made




1.1 Wide Bandgap Semiconductors
The objective of the proposed research is to analyze device performance for emerging
cubic-phase wide-bandgap semiconductors. The relevance of this research comes from
the increasing demand of both high-performance and high-power applications. Wide
bandgap semiconductors have received much attention recently in both high-frequency
and high-power applications. For instance, in the telecommunications market, very
high-power microwave transistors are desirable in cellular base stations. In addition,
applications in communications and data storage have urged the development of short
wavelength, including blue and ultraviolet, detectors and emitters.
Specifically, this research will focus on the characteristics of cubic-phase silicon car-
bide (3C-SiC) and zincblende-phase gallium nitride (ZB-GaN) metal-semiconductor-
field-effect-transistors (MESFETs). The characteristics of transistors constructed
from these materials, including device breakdown and frequency effects, will be com-
pared to a mainstream and well-known gallium arsenide (GaAs) transistor. The goal
of the research is to fill a void in the theoretical study of wide-bandgap semiconduc-
tors. Cubic-phase wide-bandgap materials tend to be overshadowed by their wurtzite
phase counterparts because of the difficulty in obtaining experimental data. We hope
that this research will give benchmark results for these materials that can be used as
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a guide by both theorists and experimentalists.
The result will be important information about the device performance avail-
able using these materials. The results in this thesis are obtained using a modeling
technique known as material-theory-based modeling. Material-theory-based model-
ing allows the computation of transport properties for a material using little a priori
information. In addition, the model can be extended to allow the simulation of de-
vices made from the materials. Device results from these materials is the focus of this
work.
1.2 History and Motivation
The classification of wide-bandgap semiconductors is varied. Since the primary phys-
ical properties of a semiconductor scale to a certain degree with the energy gap, this
parameter provides a reasonable classification scheme. However, comparisons with Si
and GaAs are common, because of the importance of these common materials. So,
in general, a wide-bandgap semiconductor is classified as a material with a bandgap
at least twice the bandgap of Si. This gives a range from about 2eV (with InN and
3C-SiC) up to 6eV (with AlN and diamond).
Because of this larger bandgap, wide-bandgap semiconductors are becoming very
important materials for short-wavelength optoelectronic device applications [1–4] and
for high-powered microwave devices [5–9]. Their high breakdown fields, large satura-
tion and overshoot velocities [10–16], low dielectric constants, and high thermal con-
ductivities are especially important for microwave power amplifiers. These features
result in devices with excellent high-power and high-frequency performance. Devices
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made from these materials can produce significantly higher amounts of power com-
pared to those of the more common semiconductor materials, silicon (Si) and GaAs.
Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) created from wide-bandgap semiconductors (specif-
ically the III-Nitride family) can emit blue and ultraviolet light, extending the range
of devices to the smaller wavelength side of the spectrum. Blue LEDs fill a gap in the
color spectrum of light-emitting devices. With the addition of blue LEDs to the more
common red and green LEDs, full-color semiconductor displays become possible.
Semiconductor devices that can withstand high-temperature environments are be-
coming more important. Wide bandgap semiconductors find applications in aerospace,
satellites, and automobile engines. Such applications demand high performance in
harsh environments. For instance, Si becomes intrinsic at 200 ◦C, limiting its device
performance in these environments.
In addition, wide-bandgap materials can provide higher power densities than can
their mainstream counterparts. The maximum power achievable from a device is
proportional to the square of the difference of the breakdown voltage and the knee
voltage (Eq. 1), and the breakdown voltage is principally determined by the bandgap
of the material. So, a material with a larger bandgap, in general, can produce a higher





where Pmax is the maximum power, VBR is the DC breakdown voltage of the
3
device, Vknee is the knee voltage of the device and RL is the load resistance. Although
the benefits of wide bandgap materials are significant, they are not as technologically
mature as Si and GaAs. Si and GaAs can easily be grown, and their transport
characteristics are very well known. Wide bandgap materials, specifically the III-
nitride and silicon carbide families, are relatively much more difficult to grow and
process into devices. For this reason, these materials are not nearly as well studied as
are Si and GaAs. Currently, 4H-SiC MESFETs and wurtzite-phase AlGaN/GaN high
electron mobility transistors (HEMT) are the most popular wide-bandgap devices,
with extensive experimental results, while the cubic-phase GaN and SiC MESFETs
attract little attention. At best, only fragmentary experimental data for cubic-phase
materials are available, thus frustrating a firm understanding of these materials. The
progress in the development of III-nitride and SiC based devices is hampered by the
difficulty in growing high quality material and in reproducibly fabricating working
devices. Presently, it is necessary to use theoretical techniques that can predict
material and device performance in advance of experiment in order to assess the
relative merits of cubic-phase wide-bandgap semiconductor devices.
1.2.1 The Silicon Carbide Family
SiC has been recognized for a long time as a semiconductor of great importance in
electronic applications because of its properties, the possibility of easy growth on
a native oxide, and the presence of numerous polytypes [17–20]. The SiC family
of semiconductors contains the same semiconductor material grown in many poly-
types. The most commonly grown SiC materials are 3C-SiC, 4H-SiC and 6H-SiC.
4
SiC materials, although varied, generally have high thermal conductivities and high
saturation velocities, which make them suitable for high-temperature (above 500K),
high-frequency applications [21]. Optoelectronic devices are impractical with the SiC
materials because they are indirect semiconductors.
The wireless market typically requires power amplifiers for base-station operation
to perform effectively in the 100-1000 watt range [22]. Si devices are used now;
however, SiC-based devices can reduce the number of components needed to achieve
the same power output, reducing cost and increasing reliability. For applications
beyond 2.5 GHz, Si is no longer an option; GaAs and SiGe become options. While
these two materials can provide the frequency range needed, they would be weaker at
providing the necessary power densities. As a result, SiC-based devices are potential
candidates for these high-frequency, high-power applications. Another advantage of
SiC is that the fabrication technology is much simpler than that required with III-V
HEMTs.
The different polytypes of SiC result from the substrate choice and growth con-
ditions. 6H and 4H are the easiest to grow and are usually epitaxially grown on a Si
substrate [5]. As a result, 6H and 4H receive the most attention from both experi-
mentalists and theorists [23–27]. The cubic phase, 3C, is difficult to grow because it
does not have a native substrate, thus it receives less interest and, as a result, very
little is known about it. In recent years there has been some more interest in 3C-SiC,
resulting in both experimental and theoretical work [23,27–29]. The most difficult to
grow is 2H, because of its high formation energy.
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1.2.2 The III-Nitride Family
The III-nitride family of semiconductors can fill the emerging market for semicon-
ductor optoelectronic devices. Their large, direct bandgap can be used to produce
both blue and ultraviolet emitters and detectors. In addition, for high-frequency,
high-power applications, GaN FETs can be employed. The high on-state resistance
of Si limits its application to about 100 V at 1 A. FETs made from GaN have a much
lower ”on” resistance. And although GaN does not have as high a thermal conduc-
tivity as SiC, other properties (breakdown field, saturated drift velocity, dielectric
constant and carrier mobilities) make it another attractive candidate for high-power,
high-frequency devices. Another very important advantage GaN has over SiC is the
ability to form heterojunctions. The fact that GaN, together with InN and AlN, al-
lows the formation of heterostructures provides some interesting device possibilities.
The III-nitride family consists of the binary semiconductors, InN, AlN, and GaN,
and the ternaries composed of them, AlxGa1−xN, InxGa1−xN and InxAl1−xN. GaN
can be grown in two phases, zincblende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ), while the remaining
III-nitride semiconductors only have the wurtzite polytype. The III-nitride family of
materials has gained interest in both optoelectronic and power devices.
Their technological immaturity is mainly due to fabrication problems; however, in
recent years, advances have been made in the wurtzite-phase versions. Again, as with
the SiC family, the wurtzite-phase materials receive most of the attention because
of the relative ease of growth when compared to ZB-GaN. Much work has been
completed, both experimental and theoretical, for the wurtzite-phased III-nitrides
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[11, 14, 15, 30–39]. Some theoretical studies have been completed for ZB-GaN, with
most of the work coming from our group [14,15,30,31,34,37,39–41]. In this respect,
this research concentrates on improving the models used for the simulations.
1.2.3 Gallium Arsenide
Gallium arsenide (GaAs) has been extensively studied by both experimentalists and
theorists. GaAs is a mainstream semiconductor used in both optoelectronic and
device structures. GaAs has been extensively studied with the Monte Carlo method
[42–46]. The principal reason for including GaAs in this study is to provide a baseline
comparison of the GaN and SiC devices. In this way, the GaAs calculations serve
as a control on the model, enabling an accurate description and comparison of the
operation of the various device structures.
1.3 Material-Theory-Based Modeling
We have developed a modeling technique that can proceed with only limited re-
liance on experimental data. This technique is called material-theory-based model-
ing [33,47]. The capability of the material-theory-based modeling method is particu-
larly useful in studying the wide-bandgap semiconductors since reproducible, reliable
experimental data are not available for most of the III-nitride and SiC families of
materials. The goal of material-theory-based modeling is to function as a predic-
tive technique. Material-theory-based modeling consists of a series of hierarchical
modeling tools that extend from a fundamental physics-based, microscopic analysis
to engineering-based device models. The key ingredient within the material-theory-
modeling method is the full-band, ensemble Monte Carlo technique [43,48]. We have
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further improved our earlier full-band Monte Carlo simulator by reformulating the
scattering rates using a fully numerical approach [49]. In this way, all of the im-
portant transport parameters, band structure, phonon scattering rates, and impact
ionization rates enter the Monte Carlo code numerically. Much of the parameteriza-
tion of the method is thus removed, and the simulation can proceed with little reliance
on experimental measurements of transport phenomena. The primary ingredients to
the simulation are an accurate, numerically generated, full-band structure, phonon
energies, dielectric constants, and deformation potentials.
Using the material-theory-based modeling paradigm, we have developed a compre-
hensive self-consistent device simulator, including both zincblende phase and wurtzite
phase materials [31,40,50]. As mentioned above, in the present work, we have exten-
sively updated and improved the Monte Carlo simulator. In addition to our work,
Dessenne et al reported a ZB-GaN MESFET Monte Carlo simulation; however, it
was based on an analytical band structure approximation, limiting its use in de-
vice breakdown analysis [51]. Very little analysis of the transport dynamics within
3C-SiC has been reported [29]. Some studies of bulk transport in 3C-SiC have been
reported [28,29], but there are no known theoretical or experimental studies of 3C-SiC
MESFETs.
As stated before, material-theory-based modeling can compute transport prop-
erties and device characteristics for immature semiconductor materials. The model
used in this research was designed to be both more general and more accurate than
its counterpart [41]. The material-theory-based model uses five main components.
Figure 1 shows an overview of these five components. The components are material
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parameters, band structure, scattering rates, bulk simulator, and device simulator.
The model starts with some basic material parameters including bandgaps, dielectric
constants, optical data, phonon information, and lattice constants. These parameters
are used throughout the simulator, all the way from the band structure calculations
to the device simulator.
1.3.1 Boltzmann Transport Equation
The Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) is the form of the carrier distribution func-
tion in the non-equilibrium conditions of a semiconductor. There are many ways to
solve the BTE, each with advantages and disadvantages. The two primary ways of
solving the BTE are analytically, using either drift-diffusion or hydrodynamic simu-
lators [52], and fully-numerically, using a complete Monte Carlo device simulator.
The analytical methods for simulating semiconductor materials are very useful.
Analytic methods are typically used in situations where full-band Monte Carlo cannot
be used. This includes situations when long simulation times are needed, complex 2D
device structures are present, or when a complete 3D device structure is required. The
Monte Carlo model is arguably the most accurate way of simulating semiconductor
materials and devices. A Monte Carlo simulation can provide insight into semiconduc-
tor characteristics up to breakdown. Analysis of high-field and high-energy regions
are the primary reason for employing a Monte Carlo simulator. In addition, if no
experimental (or previous ab initio theoretical) work is available for a semiconductor
material, analytic models cannot be used; however, a Monte Carlo simulator can be




































Figure 1: The hierarchical chart for the material-theory-based modeling technique.
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1.3.2 Bulk Simulation
The first step in the simulation technique is the computation of the band structure.
The band structure is integral to the entire simulation, and every module in the
simulation uses it in some fashion. The band structure is computed using the empirical
pseudo-potential method (EPM). EPM computes the form factors for a semiconductor
material. It uses the simplex minimization algorithm to minimize the error between
the experimental band structure information and the form-factor computed band
structure [53–56]. The result is a band structure that closely matches the experimental
information available.
Next, using the obtained band structure for the material, the model calculates the
scattering rates for the material. The scattering rates are integral to the transport
and device calculations. The scattering rates define the response of the particles to
the semiconductor lattice [15,24,34,46,57–63]. The simulator in this work includes all
of the scattering rates that are active in the cubic-phase materials presented: acoustic,
non-polar optical, polar optical, impurity, and impact ionization. The calculations of
each of the rates is completely numerical, and the integration of the rates includes new
information on convergence [64]. In addition, to maintain the minimization of fitting
parameters, only two empirically defined parameters are used in the scattering rates:
the inter-band acoustic deformation potential and the intra-band acoustic deformation
potential [65].
The major section of the material-theory-based model is the Monte Carlo simu-
lator itself. The Monte Carlo method is a stochastic method, deriving its name from
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the gambling city of Monte Carlo, located in Monaco. In principle, the Monte Carlo
method can be used to solve a wide range of mathematical problems. The Monte Carlo
method hinges on the use of randomly generated numbers to solve (in this case) an
integro-differential equation, the BTE. The Monte Carlo simulator takes the band
structure, the material parameters, and the carrier scattering rates and solves the
BTE to produce basic transport properties of the materials such as steady-state drift
velocities, impact ionization coefficients, carrier mobilities, and diffusivities. From
here, the process can move directly to a Monte Carlo device simulation (such as in
this work), or these computed material parameters can be the inputs to an advanced
drift-diffusion or hydrodynamic device simulator.
1.3.3 Device Simulation
The Monte Carlo device simulator is a simple extension to the bulk Monte Carlo
simulator above. The primary differences include real-space simulation of the carriers,
boundary conditions from the layout of the device, and Poisson solutions to obtain
electrostatic potentials. The device simulator presented in this work is a general device
simulator; it is not limited to MESFET layouts (however only MESFET structures are
analyzed in this research). With the device simulator, both DC and high-frequency
analyses can be performed, and detailed insight into the operation of devices can be
gleaned from the microscopic variables present in the simulator.
1.4 Summary
This research focuses on the the device performance of emerging cubic-phase wide-
bandgap semiconductors. Using a general full-band Monte Carlo simulation model
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provides highly accurate performance evaluation, in both bulk semiconductor ma-
terials and MESFET devices. The goal of this research is to provide benchmark
performance figures for zincblende-phase GaN and cubic-phase SiC.
This thesis is organized into seven sections. The first chapter provides a general
introduction to the goals of this research and gives an overview of the materials
analyzed in the research and the methods used. The second chapter presents an
overview of the various semiconductor modeling techniques and introduces the Monte
Carlo simulation technique. Chapter 3 describes the Monte Carlo technique used
to simulate the materials. Chapter 4 extends the Monte Carlo simulation model to
include device modeling. Next, the result of the DC breakdown study of MESFETs is
presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 details the high-frequency study of the MESFET





2.1 The Boltzmann Equation
The Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) is the form of the carrier distribution













This equation governs the motion of charge in the six-dimensional phase-space formed
by real-space locations and wave vectors (also referred to as phase-space or k-points).
The distribution function, f(k, r, t), defines the probability of finding a particle at
real-space position r, with wave-vector k at time t. From a given initial distribution
of particles, the BTE describes the behavior of f as a function of time, where F ext is
the external electric field applied to the material, and v is the average velocity of the
distribution.
The BTE, however, is not an exact solution to the non-equilibrium conditions of a
semiconductor. Two assumptions have been made in the derivation of the BTE. The
first is that the distribution function is assumed to be classical; both the real-space
and phase-space components are specified simultaneously. Of course, this violates the
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Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. Therefore, the BTE is valid only when quantum-
mechanical effects are not present. Second, the scatterings in the BTE are assumed
to be instantaneous. Scatterings, however, do have a finite duration, and, in practice,
the external field can affect the carrier during a scattering event. Neither of these
assumptions affects the results in this work. The devices analyzed in this research
do not contain quantum effects (because the scale of the devices is large enough
to prevent such effects), so the classical assumption is valid, and the instantaneous
scattering assumption is invalidated only at very high fields, which never appear in
this work.
2.2 Analytic Methods
Analytic methods for simulating semiconductor materials are very useful. They pro-
vide moderate accuracy and fast execution times. Analytic methods can also be used
in situations where full-band Monte Carlo calculation cannot. When long simulation
times, 3D device structures, or complex device layouts are required, analytic simu-
lation methods are very effective. The drift diffusion and hydrodynamic models are
the two most widely used analytic BTE simulation models.
2.2.1 Drift-Diffusion and Hydrodynamic Model
The drift-diffusion (DD) model starts with a simplified version of the BTE, which is
then reduced to simple differential equations by employing the method of moments.
The DD model first simplifies the BTE by assuming that the change in the distribution







= −f − f0
τ
(3)
Now, with the simplified BTE, the first two moments are evaluated to produce
the carrier continuity equations (Eq. 4) and the drift-diffusion equations (Eq. 5).
These equations, when combined with the Poisson equation, form the DD model.
∂n
∂t
+ ∇x · (nv) = 0
∂p
∂t
+ ∇x · (pv) = 0
(4)
Jn = qµnnF + qDn∇xn
Jp = qµppF − qDp∇xp
(5)
The DD model is very good at computing the means of the particle distribution
(voltages, currents, etc.) on fairly large devices, but the model breaks down quickly
when the transients are quickly changing and when the analysis requires knowledge
of the high-energy tail of the distribution. Since this work concentrates on the break-
down of sub-micron devices, the DD model is not acceptable. The breakdown of a
device is a high-energy phenomenon, and simulating the high-energy regime is a weak
point of the DD model. In addition, the feature lengths in this work are small, and as
the feature length of devices shrinks, the system moves away from quasi-steady-state
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conditions and can generate fast changing transients, again, a weakness of the DD
model. One option to try to overcome these drawbacks is to take additional moments
of the BTE.
The hydrodynamic model does improve upon the DD model, but not in the cases
analyzed in this work. The hydrodynamic model involves taking more moments of the
BTE. It adds temperature effects and energy continuity, slightly increasing the high-
energy validity of the simulator. The focus of this work is device breakdown, which
relies completely on the high-energy effects, so the hydrodynamic model cannot be
used either. Detailed information about the hydrodynamic model is found in Smith
et al. [66].
2.3 Monte Carlo Model
With all of the disadvantages of the method of moments (at least with respect to
this work), we examine the Monte Carlo (MC) model. The Monte Carlo model is
arguably the most accurate way of simulating semiconductor materials and devices.
This accuracy, however, comes at a price. First, an overview of the Monte Carlo
method is given, then the specific case of solving the BTE is examined.
2.3.1 The Monte Carlo Method
The MC method can be used to solve a wide range of mathematical problems. The
MC method hinges on the use of randomly generated numbers to solve (in this case)
an integro-differential equation (the BTE). However, before moving into the more
complicated solution of the BTE, it is useful, as an example, to examine a very





Figure 2: The basic schematic for computing π using the Monte Carlo method.
The example will calculate the value of π. By following this simple example
through, we can see how the MC method operates and evaluate the advantages and
disadvantages of the MC method. The basic idea behind calculating the value of π
with MC starts by inscribing a circle in the the square occupying x ∈ [−R,R] and
y ∈ [−R,R]. The area of the circle will be πR2 and the area of the square will be
4R2, so the ratio of the area of the circle to the area of the square is π/4 (Figure 2).
This means that for N random points in the square, there should be approximately
N π
4
of the points in the circle. From this fact, the MC method for calculating π is
apparent:
1. Pick a point in the square x, y ∈ [−R,R].
2. If the point is inside the circle (x2 + y2 <= R2) then increment the hit counter,
M, by 1.
3. Continue picking until N random points are chosen.
4. Compute the approximation of π: π′ = 4 ∗M/N .
Obviously, the error between the real value of π and the approximation will depend
on the value of N , but it will also depend on the random numbers that are picked.
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The user has control over N , but, of course, has no control over the random numbers.
This fact will return as one of the disadvantages of the MC method. But, before
looking at that, it is interesting to look at the results of the π calculation (Figure 3).
As already stated, the error of π′ does depend on N , and, furthermore, it depends on
N in a log-linear way. To get 10 times the accuracy (or one significant digit), the MC
method needs 10 times as many random points, again, another disadvantage. The
Newton iteration method can calculate π with quadratic convergence (halving the
error for each iteration). The MC method, on the other hand, converges very slowly.
This brings up one of the major points of MC. The MC method does guarantee that
the result will converge to the answer; however, it does not guarantee how long it will
take. The π calculation result graph shows this important “feature” of MC. The upper
and lower bound error bars show the range of values that the simulations achieved,
while the center line shows the average error of the runs. Note that this graph includes
results from many simulation runs (remember the uncontrollable random numbers),
so that the error bars can be computed.
With all of these disadvantages, it seems like the MC method is useless, but it
is not. Although it may be hard to see from this example, there is one big advan-
tage to the MC method: the algorithm to compute π is simple. Almost anybody can
understand it and it is very simple to write a simulator for it. Other methods for com-
puting π are significantly better in accuracy and speed; however, they require either
an in-depth knowledge of geometry or calculus. So, for this example, the MC method
may not be the best idea. When a significantly more complicated equation needs
to be solved (like the BTE), the MC method can solve it with very few simplifying
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Figure 3: The Monte Carlo results from the computation of an approximation to π.
This is the result of 100 simulation runs. The upper and lower bold lines bound the
results, while the center line is the average of them all.
assumptions.
2.3.2 Monte Carlo and the Boltzmann Equation
The MC simulation of the BTE is much the same as in the π example, just on a larger
scale. And, although a rigorous mathematical proof exists that proves the MC method
provides convergence to the integro-differential BTE, it is beyond the scope of this
work. The proof exists for the interest of the reader [67]. A clearer way to understand
the MC method as applied to the BTE is to analyze the algorithm physically. All of
the electrons simulated during an MC simulation follow strict first-principles physics
(at least in a classical way). This can provide much insight into the physics behind
a material and a device. On the other hand, the drift-diffusion and hydrodynamic
methods hide much of the microscopic physics behind coupled differential equations.
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The MC method of solving the BTE is an exact solution [33]. The only limit to its
accuracy is the amount of first-principles physics included in the model (and numerical
errors). The major advantage over the method of moments is the fact that the carrier-
scattering mechanisms are included; there is no relaxation time approximation. This
becomes very important when analyzing the high energy tail of a carrier distribution.
The basic idea of solving the BTE with MC is literally to trace the trajectory
of the particles. The particles (electrons in this research) are traced through all of
their six dimensions (three in real space, three in wave-vector space). By following a
particle (or an ensemble of them) over a long period of time, macroscopic information
can be statistically evaluated from the microscopic estimators. For instance, in a
simulation of bulk GaAs, 10,000 electrons are simulated for 5 ps. During the sim-
ulation, each electron’s energy is recorded at each discrete time step, and when the
simulation concludes, the average energy for the ensemble can be calculated. That is
the simulation method: trace the particles through a material (or a device), record
their microscopic estimators, and then compute the macroscopic variables from those
values.
So, the high-level overview for the simulator (not including the device effects
described in Chapter 4) has just two steps, repeated many times:
1. Drift the electron(s) according to classical, Newtonian physics.
2. Potentially scatter the electron(s).
Of course, the actual MC simulator has many more steps than just two, and each
of the steps is fairly complicated, but the basic idea is summed up in those two global
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steps. The next chapter delves deeper into the MC simulator, including inputs to the
simulator and the actual algorithms used.
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CHAPTER III
THE MONTE CARLO MODEL
This chapter gives the details of the MC model for bulk semiconductor materials,
saving the device-specific information until Chapter 4. Even in a device MC simulator,
the solution of the BTE is the same as that in the bulk simulator, so this chapter
is applicable to both the device simulator and the bulk simulator. The overview of
a complete material-theory-based model is shown in Figure 4; however, not all parts
of it are used in this simulator. This simulator follows the bold path and contains
modules/programs for the bold boxes. The remaining boxes and paths are either
alternative solutions or higher-order phenomena that are not included in this work.
First, the three major inputs to the simulator are described: the material parame-
ters, the band structure, and the scattering rates. These inputs are of monumental
importance, and the accuracy of the simulator is almost exclusively limited by them.
Finally, the actual equations of motion and the simulation algorithms are described
in detail.
3.1 The Material Parameters
This work focuses on three materials (all cubic-phase): zincblende-phase gallium ni-
tride (ZB-GaN), cubic-phase silicon carbide (3C-SiC), and gallium arsenide (GaAs).




































Figure 4: The schematic chart for the material-theory-based modeling technique.
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Table 1: The material parameters for GaAs, 3C-SiC and ZB-GaN.
GaAs 3C-SiC ZB-GaN
Lattice constant (Å) 5.65 4.35 4.50
Bandgap (eV) 1.42 2.20 3.20
Static relative permittivity 13.18 9.72 9.50
Optical relative permittivity 10.89 6.52 5.35
Density ( g
cm3
) 5.36 3.17 6.10
Sound velocity (10e6 cm
s
) 0.522 0.644 0.457
Interband acoustic deformation potential (eV) 17.0 8.0 12.0
Intraband acoustic deformation potential (eV) 11.0 14.0 12.0
Optical deformation potential field (10e9 eV
cm
) 0.21 1.3 1.0
Optical phonon energy (meV) 35.36 120.0 92.0
needed for each material. All of the material parameters for the materials are given
in Table 1 [68].
3.2 The Electronic Band Structure
The band structure of a material defines the possible electron energy values in the
crystal lattice; it is split up into bands, and, given a band number, ν, and a wave-
vector, k, the band structure defines the function Eν(k). Because the band structure
is the first input into the MC model, and all of the future steps depend on it, the
accuracy of it is extremely important, especially at high energies where material
breakdown occurs. There are multiple ways of computing a band structure; two
methods will be highlighted.
3.2.1 Analytic Method
An analytic band structure is the simplest method of defining a band structure. It
assumes that the band structure’s energy surfaces are perfect spheres. The simplest
model is a single-valley, parabolic band structure. The parabolic band is described
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by the energy-wave vector relationship in Eq. 6, and it is completely characterized





A single-valley, parabolic band structure is vastly inaccurate at all but the smallest
carrier energies and therefore is valid only under small applied electric fields. To start
with, this band structure cannot reproduce the negative differential region (NDR)
found in many semiconductor materials. The NDR region is the section of the velocity
field curve where the velocity drops, usually found in direct materials. The reason for
the drop in velocity is the movement of the electron distribution to the upper valleys
(L and X) from the low-energy valley Γ. The electron mass is much larger in the L
and the X valley than it is in the Γ valley, so the velocity of the distribution falls. To
capture that effect, additional valleys must be incorporated. For instance, in GaAs,
it is common to have a three-valley model using the effective mass approximations
to include three valleys: Γ, X, and L. By adding the extra higher-energy valleys, the
NDR region of the velocity-field curve can be reproduced; however, any fields beyond
that quickly become inaccurate.
An extension to the parabolic band structure that increases the accuracy to
slightly higher energies is the non-parabolicity factor. By including a non-parabolicity
factor, α, in each of the valleys (Eq. 7), the accuracy at the high-energy end of valleys
becomes a little better [69]. However, the accuracy is still insufficient to analyze very
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high energy effects like impact-ionization effects and device breakdown.




In addition to the energy-accuracy problems, simulators that employ multiple
valley band structures have to include additional non-physical phonons that pose
problems that will be described later.
3.2.2 Empirical Pseudo-potential Method
A significantly better method for computing “real” band structures is the empirical
pseudo-potential method (EPM). The EPM computes the band structure by calcu-
lating the pseudo-potential that repels the electrons from the core region. These
pseudo-potentials can then be used in the nearly-free electron problem to obtain a
band structure for the material [53]. The empirical section of the EPM uses experi-
mental data such as energy gaps, dielectric response, and effective masses to fit the
pseudo-potentials. The result is a very accurate band structure based on real-world
measurements.
The band structures used in this work were created with the EPM using the
latest experimental findings. This ensures that utmost accuracy is obtained in what
amounts to the most important data in the modeling technique. Figure 5 shows the
result of an EPM calculation of GaAs. This figure shows the GaAs band structure that
is used in all scattering rate calculations, bulk simulations, and device simulations.
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Figure 5: The band structure for GaAs. This band structure is computed using the
EPM technique. It includes the first four conduction bands and the first four valence
bands.
3.3 The Carrier Scattering Rates
The carrier scattering rates define the particle-phonon interaction probabilities. The
scattering rates (and the distribution’s reaction to them) complete an exact solution1






. Scattering mechanisms affect the
particle distribution, f(k, r, t), in two ways. First, the scattering rates define the
per-unit-time probability of the distribution changing, and, second, the reaction of
the particle to the scatter provides the actual change to the distribution.




∣∣∣〈ψk|Hp|ψk′〉∣∣∣2 δ(E(k′)− E(k)), (8)
1As exact a solution as the included physics to calculate the scattering rates and the reactions
allow.
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where S(k,k′) is the probability (per-unit-time) of a scattering event between a par-
ticle with momentum k and a particle with momentum k′. Basically, Fermi’s golden
rule says that a scatter must satisfy energy conservation (the delta function) and
that the probability is based on the interaction between the quantum states of the
particles. Fermi’s golden rule, however, is only the starting point; the first extension
is to integrate over all final states to get a cumulative rate, expressed as the inverse









Finally, the interaction, Hp, must be defined for each of the scattering mechanism
types: non-polar optical, polar optical, acoustic, impurity, and impact ionization.
Traditionally, MC simulators use a valley scheme for computing the scattering
rates. For instance, it is common to confine polar-optical phonon scattering to the
Γ valley since it is most active there. This simulator, however, does away with the
concept of valleys altogether. In a full-band simulator, valleys are artificially defined
areas of a band structure, which add no useful value to a full-band simulator. For
example, with simulators that use valleys, intra- and inter-valley scattering rates are
calculated so particles can travel between the valleys. These mechanisms are non-
physical so, by definition, they must be empirically determined from the MC bulk
simulation. This, however, would add more fitting parameters, which this research
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tries to avoid. A smaller number of fitting parameters achieves greater flexibility for
simulating novel semiconductors since the simulator is less reliant on experimental
data.
With the elimination of valleys, each scattering rate is treated equally throughout
the energy range of the material. This, however, does not eliminate the correct
assumption that polar-optical phonons are most active in the Γ valley; this fact is
preserved by the relative strengths of the scattering rates in this valley, but, by
allowing polar-optical scattering over the entire range of energies, we have relaxed a
simplification that is common in previous MC simulators.
In the following sections, each of the mechanisms is examined and the scattering
rate equation for that mechanism is given (without derivation). Detailed information
about scattering rate calculations can be found in Ridley [70], Fawcett, Boardman
and S. Swain [46], or Brennan [69].
3.3.1 Non-Polar Optical Phonons
An optical phonon is the quantum of lattice vibration that occurs when the ions
in a crystal oscillate in opposition. Specifically, a non-polar optical phonon is an
optical phonon where ions of approximately the same charge oscillate. Although the
dispersion relation for these phonons is non-constant, it is generally assumed to be
constant. It is the simplest scattering rate to compute because it has a constant























is the non-polar scattering rate, Dtk is the non-polar deformation potential,
ρ is the density of the material, h̄ωNP is the non-polar optical phonon energy, Nop is
the occupation number, I(k,k′) is the overlap between the initial and final k-point,
Ef is the energy of the destination k-point, Ei is the energy of the initial k-point, and
h̄ωNP is the energy of the non-polar phonon.
Figure 6 results from the computation of the non-polar scattering rate in GaAs,
3C-SiC, and ZB-GaN. Note that since all of these materials are quite polar (as com-
pared to Si), the non-polar optical scattering rate is fairly small, and in fact plays
virtually no role in the simulation.
3.3.2 Acoustic Phonons
An acoustic phonon scattering rate has the form of a deformation potential. An
acoustic phonon occurs when the ions in a crystal vibrate in the same direction. This is
the most complicated rate to compute because of the non-constant phonon dispersion
relation (ω(q)). In the non-polar optical scattering, the phonon dispersion was close
enough to a constant that the assumption was warranted. The dispersion relation for
acoustic phonons is not regarded as a constant. Although the true acoustic dispersion
relationship can be computed by means of the adiabatic bond-charge model, this
































Figure 6: The non-polar optical scattering rate for GaAs, ZB-GaN, and 3C-SiC. It
includes both absorption and emission.
this work, the extensive parameters needed for the bond-charge model are generally

















where a is the lattice constant of the material, q is the phonon’s wave-vector, and
vl is the longitudinal velocity in the crystal. This dispersion relationship uses only
basic material parameters that are readily available, and it reproduces the actual
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relationship fairly well, although there has been some concern with this formula at
high q [48].
In addition to the acoustic phonon dispersion relation, the acoustic scattering
rate requires an acoustic deformation potential that varies over the entire Brillouin
Zone (BZ). The deformation potential, like the phonon dispersion, can be computed
numerically; however, this adds significant complexity to the computation. One of the
main problems with numerical acoustic deformation potentials is the amount of data
(and computation) required. A different deformation potential is used for interactions
between each initial and final k-point, so the number of deformation potentials (for
a k-dependent calculation) is the number of k-points squared divided by two. Each
of these potentials has to be computed from a bond-charge model (like the phonon
dispersion). Again, for the materials in this work, the experimental values are not
available. Details about the choice of the deformation potential will be discussed
later.
With the acoustic dispersion relation, the derivation of the acoustic phonon scat-






















is the acoustic scattering rate, E1 is the acoustic deformation potential, q
is the phonon’s wave-vector, ρ is the density of the material, N(k) is the occupation
number, I(k,k′) is the overlap between the initial and final k-point, Ef is the energy
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of the destination k-point, Ei is the energy of the initial k-point, and h̄ω(q) is the
energy of the acoustic phonon.
The reason the acoustic scattering rate takes so much computational power is
that the results of the energy conservation delta are not known. Without knowing
q it is not possible to determine if energy conservation holds; however, using energy
conservation was the way to determine q for both the non-polar optical and polar
optical rates. This paradox is solved by taking the maximum possible acoustic phonon
energy (Eph,max) and assuming that all phonon energies less than that are possible
final states. So, with an initial k-point of energy Ei, all final k-points with energies
between Ei and Ei±Eph,max are assumed to satisfy energy conservation initially. Now
there is a list of potential final k-points (no other k-points are available because the
phonon energy would not be large enough) and q’s can be computed. Finally, with
a q, it is possible to compute the phonon energy from the dispersion relation, and
the true energy conservation is determined. As a result of this algorithm, many more
potential final-states are available than in either non-polar optical or polar optical,
so the computation takes much longer.
Figure 7 shows the results from the computation of the acoustic scattering rate in
GaAs, 3C-SiC, and ZB-GaN.
3.3.3 Polar Optical Phonons
A polar optical phonon mainly occurs in ionic semiconductors. It is similar to a
non-polar optical phonon; however, in actuality, a polar optical phonon can occur in





























Figure 7: The acoustic scattering rate for GaAs, ZB-GaN, and 3C-SiC. It includes
both absorption and emission.
the polarity of the material. Again, it is a fairly simple scattering rate to compute
because the phonon energy is assumed constant, but since the rate depends on the
phonon wave vector, the computation of the rate takes longer than that for non-polar





























is the polar optical scattering rate, a is the lattice constant of the mate-
rial, q is the phonon’s wave-vector, ωop is the polar-optical phonon frequency, ε∞ is
the optical permittivity, ε0 is the static permittivity, Nop is the occupation number,




























Figure 8: The polar optical scattering rate for GaAs, ZB-GaN, and 3C-SiC. It in-
cludes both absorption and emission.
final k-point, Ei is the energy of the initial k-point, and h̄ωOP is the energy of the
polar-optical phonon.
Figure 8 results from the computation of the polar scattering rate in GaAs, 3C-
SiC, and ZB-GaN. Note that since all of these materials are polar, the polar optical
scattering rate is large, and at low energy is the dominant scattering mechanism.
3.3.4 Impurity Scattering
Semiconductor materials contain impurities, whether placed intentionally, as with
doping in a device, or unintentionally, from impure materials. Whatever the cause,
these impurities disrupt the periodic potential throughout the crystal. When an
electron traveling through the crystal passes near these impurities, it is scattered by
the deformed potential. This scattering is called impurity scattering.
Impurity scattering is an elastic collision. The deflection of the electron by the
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impurity causes no energy loss or gain, but merely changes the electron’s momentum
(or wave vector). For the ionized impurity scattering mechanism, the scattering source
can be simplified as a screened Coulomb potential.
In this work, the impurity scattering is not computed numerically. Instead, a
simple analytic approximation is used because of both the complexities of the impurity
scattering rate and its limited active region. The analytic scattering rate used in this













where Nf is the ionized impurity concentration, q is the impurity phonon’s wave-
vector, Ek is the electron energy, εs is the static permittivity, qD is the inverse Debye
length, and N(Ek) is the density of states at energy Ek.
Since the impurity scattering rate is highly dependent on the doping levels, the
device simulator contains a separate impurity scattering rate for each of the doping
sections in the device.
Figure 9 results from the computation of the impurity scattering rate in GaAs,
3C-SiC, and ZB-GaN. All of these rates are calculated with an impurity concentration
of 1× 1017cm−3.
3.3.5 Impact Ionization
Impact ionization is not strictly a scattering rate, it is a generation and recombination
process. However, it does fall under the same model (time-dependent rate), so it is
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Figure 9: The impurity scattering rate for GaAs, ZB-GaN, and 3C-SiC. The results
are for an ionized doping concentration of 1× 1017cm−3.
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included in the scattering rate calculations in the simulator. An impact ionization
event occurs when a high-energy electron collides with the crystal lattice, transferring
its energy to an electron in the valence band. The result is a new electron in the
conduction band, a new hole in the valence band, and the initiating electron’s reduced
energy. Unlike the scattering rates, impact ionization has no effect on the lattice and
produces no phonons. Impact ionization is a high energy process. The starting energy
of impact ionization must be greater than that of the bandgap (or else the initiating
electron would not have enough energy to promote a bound electron to the conduction
band). Beyond the bandgap, it quickly becomes the dominant scattering rate. The
impact ionization is so high at large energies as to prevent the run-away of electron
energies. Whenever an electron has too much energy, it impact ionizes to reduce the
energy. Impact ionization is the most important interaction at high energies, and it
is completely responsible for device breakdown.
Since impact ionization is not a scattering rate per se, the computation is com-
pletely different from that for the phonon-interaction rates. Impact ionization involves
the interaction among two electrons and a hole. First, the initial electron must be
above the bandgap in energy. Then, the first electron, second electron, and the hole
must satisfy energy conservation among them. Finally, all of the particles together
must satisfy momentum conservation. So, impact ionization ends up being a triple
integral over the entire BZ. This is infeasible to compute directly, so a Monte Carlo
integration technique is used instead. A grid spacing of 0.05a in k-space is used for
locations to compute the rate, so only 916 points per band are computed in the final
rate. All of these simplifications allow a computationally tractable solution. Details
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Figure 10: The impact ionization rate for GaAs, ZB-GaN, and 3C-SiC.
of both the derivation and computation of impact ionization can be found in many
papers [15,24,34,40,43,57,58,60,63,73,74].
Figure 10 shows the results from the computation of the impact ionization rate in
GaAs, 3C-SiC, and ZB-GaN.
3.3.6 Scattering Rate Convergence
As mentioned previously, a scattering rate is computed by choosing an initial k-point
and integrating over all of the final k-points in the BZ. Since the k-points in the BZ
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are discretized, and there is no formula that can represent the complexities of a em-
pirical band structure, the integral must be simplified to a sum over k-points in the
BZ. The question of how fine an integration grid is needed hinges on the convergence
of the scattering rate. There are two variables that contribute to the scattering rate
convergence: the k-point grid resolution and the energy delta. Since the energy band
structure is discretized, the delta function found in all of the scattering rate calcula-
tions (which represents energy conservation) cannot be solved exactly, therefore an
approximation must be made. Since the energy delta function mathematically defines
that the initial and final energies must be exactly the same, the computation of the
energy delta function must be looser. So we define the parameter, ∆E, which defines
a range of energies that are accepted for the energy conservation delta function.
By combining these two unknown variables, the k-point integration grid and the
energy delta size, the polar-optical rate at ki = [0, 0, 0] in GaAs is computed, and
Figure 11 is generated. This graph illustrates the convergence of the scattering rate.
Notice that as the integration grid spacing is reduced, the scattering rate converges
to the correct value. We found that to achieve proper convergence of fully-numerical
scattering rates, a much finer integration grid is needed than has been previously used.
The scattering rates for this simulator use an integration grid of ∆k = 0.00052π
a
, while
many previous fully-numerical simulators use integration grids as big as 0.022π
a
. The
obvious drawback with using such a fine grid is an increase in computation time for
the calculation. Scattering rate calculations are slow and can take as long as a week
to complete.
It is interesting to note that once convergence has been achieved by using a fine
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Figure 11: The scattering rate convergence test for polar-optical phonons in GaAs.
All computations are made at Γ. Both the integration grid size, ∆k, and the energy
delta are varied as shown in the graph.
enough integration grid, the energy delta plays little role in determining the scattering
rate. This is because as the energy delta is increased, there is convergence to the actual
scattering rate; however, to see the effect of non-convergence due to the energy delta,
it would have to be set very small (smaller than the values in this work). Since the
energy delta plays little role in determining the scattering rate (once convergence is
achieved), a small energy delta, ∆E = 0.0005 eV, is used because the fewer the points
that satisfy the energy conservation, the faster the computation is. Of course, if the
energy delta is too small, then, potentially, no final state points could be found, so
the energy delta is not made smaller.
To complete the convergence analysis, since the previous result was the scattering
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Figure 12: The second scattering rate convergence test for GaAs polar-optical
phonons. For this graph, the energy delta is held constant (∆E = 0.0005 eV) and
the rate is computed for about 100 k-points for varying grid sizes.
rate for only one k-point, the scattering rate is calculated for many k-points. Now, the
energy delta remains constant at ∆E = 0.0005 eV, and the rate for about 100 k-points
is calculated using the different integration grids. This graph (Figure 12) verifies that
the convergence at the fine integration grids remains valid at many initial k-points, so
we assume that the convergence is achieved for all k-points in the Irreducible Wedge
(IW).
3.3.7 Acoustic Deformation Potential
The focus of this work is the analysis of novel semiconductors with little experimental
data. To this end, the fitting parameters in this work are few. The addition of more
fitting parameters can increase the accuracy of the results; however, each additional
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fitting parameter requires more experimental or modeling results. So to limit the
dependence on previous work, the number of fitting parameters is kept to two. Both
parameters are acoustic deformation potentials.
The difference between the two deformation potentials is the bands on which they
operate. The first acoustic deformation potential is used for interactions between
states (initial and final) in the first conduction band. The second deformation po-
tential is used for all other interactions (e.g. first and second band, second and third
band, etc.) Of course the real deformation potential varies over the entire BZ, so
for each initial and final state there is a different deformation potential; however, we
have found that these two values are used to adjust the results at both high and low
energies. Using only one deformation potential for all interactions does not provide
enough flexibility.
3.3.7.1 Acoustic Deformation Potential Calculation
The deformation potentials are chosen by running the bulk simulation for several
combinations of potentials [65]. In general, the deformation potential can be guessed
fairly accurately without any simulations (they are generally ≈ 10 eV). Therefore
values are taken above and below that. Then, the bulk simulation is run (at both low
fields and high fields) for each combination of the deformation potentials (generally
5 potentials are selected, so 25 simulations are run). Then the velocity field (low-
energy) and the impact ionization coefficients (high-energy) results are compared to
both experimental data and previous simulation work. The deformation potential for
the closest set of results is used for further bulk work and device simulations.
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Figure 13: The velocity field curve for GaAs after the two acoustic deformation
potential fitting parameters were chosen.
For example, in GaAs, the range of acoustic deformation potentials that were
examined for the intraband acoustic deformation potentials was 12-20 eV, and the
interband potentials were 2-20 eV. The results for the velocity field curve are shown
in Figure 13 and the impact ionization coefficients are shown in Figure 14.
3.4 The Simulator Algorithms
The flow of the MC bulk simulator is, on the surface, simple (Figure 15). There
are three basic inputs that set up the simulator for a specific material: the material
parameters, the band structure, and the scattering rates. Next, the initial distribution
of particles is created, the interpolation data structures are created and the simulation
is ready to start. The whole simulation is split into two loops: the time loop and
the particle loop. The time loop moves the simulation through time, and the particle
loop does the single-step MC simulation for each particle in the ensemble. For each
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Figure 14: The impact ionization coefficients for GaAs after the two acoustic defor-
mation potential fitting parameters were chosen.
particle, at each time, the particle is drifted, data is collected from the particle and a
scatter-try occurs. This continues throughout the simulation. When the simulation
completes, some analysis of the estimators is performed, but most of the analysis
occurs post-simulation. This completes the overview of the MC bulk simulator. In
the following sections, each of the modules mentioned will be examined in detail.
3.4.1 Interpolation Schemes
Since the functions and data associated with semiconductor modeling are of infinite
resolution, interpolation schemes are needed to convert between continuous data and
discrete data. The two most important interpolation schemes in a MC simulator are







































Figure 16: The BZ (solid) and the IW (dotted) for zincblende materials.
3.4.1.1 Energy Interpolation
The real-world band structure is of infinite resolution and infinite range. Of course,
some discretization must occur for use in a computer simulation. The first step is
to reduce the range, and this occurs in two steps. First, the electron’s wave-vector
is reduced to the BZ and then it is reduced to the IW (Figure 16). In a crystal
lattice, the wave-vectors can take any real value; however, any vector outside the BZ
is completely equivalent to a vector inside the BZ. When referring to the energy (and
gradient of the energy) of an electron, the volume can be reduced even further by
recognizing the symmetry of the BZ. The smallest volume of unique energies in the
BZ is called the IW. By transforming the electrons to the IW, the volume of required
energies is drastically reduced.
Now, with a manageable volume of energies, the resolution in the IW is still
infinite, so the wave-vectors need to be discretized. The IW is discretized by taking
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the energy at a wave-vector resolution of ∆k = 0.022π
a
. In addition to having infinite
resolution, a crystal also has an infinite number of bands. But since, physically, an
electron can only reach finite energy values before reaching the vacuum level, χ, the
number of bands used in the simulator can be finite. For the ZB materials in this
work, only the first four conduction bands of the crystal are needed. This provides an
energy range that is larger than what is seen during a simulation. With ∆k = 0.022π
a
and four bands, the band structure function, Eν(k), becomes manageable.
The interpolation scheme comes into play because, in the simulator, the electrons
are not restricted to the discretized k-points. Since an electron in the simulator can
take on any k-point, an interpolation scheme is needed. The steps to interpolate an
energy are as follows:
1. Bring the k-point into the BZ, which results in a new k-point, kBZ .
2. Using the symmetry of the BZ, rotate kBZ into the IW (kIW ).
3. The vector, kIW , is located in a cube with side length ∆k. Each of the eight
vertexes ({kλ} = {λ = 1, 2, . . . , 8}) is weighted with a second-order Taylor
series (Eq. 16).
Eν,λ(k) = Eν(kλ) +∇kEν(kλ)(k − kλ) +
1
2
∇kEν(kλ)(k − kλ)2 (16)







Where the weights are given by
Wλ =
(
1− |kIW,x − kλ,x|
∆k
) (
1− |kIW,y − kλ,y|
∆k
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The same operations occur when the gradient of the energy is needed; however,
although the energy of an electron is invariant on the wedge number, the gradient
is not. So, whatever rotation/translation operations brought kBZ into the IW, the
same operations need to be applied, in reverse, to the gradient.
There are two very important factors associated with the energy interpolation
algorithm: speed and accuracy. The accuracy of the interpolation is crucial, because
every aspect of the simulator relies on the energy function. By using a second deriva-
tive interpolation scheme, the error is kept small (less than 1% as compared to EPM).
As for speed, the MC simulator spends more than 50% of the simulation time inter-
polating energies, so, obviously, any improvement of the energy routine will have a
dramatic effect on the simulator’s overall speed. Extensive effort has been spent on
ensuring that the energy function is as fast and accurate as possible.
3.4.1.2 Wave-Vector Interpolation
The wave-vector interpolation is used during the final state selection after scattering.
The scattering mechanism determines the energy of the particle after a scatter, so,
the inverse of an energy interpolation is necessary: a wave-vector with that energy is
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needed.
Wave-vector interpolation is the inverse of the energy interpolation: given an
energy, it finds the k-points that have that energy. The energy-interpolation scheme,
Eν(k), is a function, so when given a band and a k-point, there is only one energy
value; however, for the inverse this is not true. An energy is associated with an infinite
number of k-points and a finite number of bands. But, because of the discretization
of the IW, only a finite number of wave-vectors are returned on a search.
The data-structure for the search is an array of k-points, bands and energies, sorted
by energy (Figure 17). This list is generated at the beginning of the simulation and
has roughly 25 million entries. The ordered-energy list consists of the energies for all
k-points on a grid of ∆k = 0.00252π
a
or finer. By having this list sorted on energy, a
simple binary search can be used to find k-points with a given energy.
The search for a set of wave-vectors, however, cannot find an exact energy value.
For example, a search for E = 1.31458 will not produce any results because of the
discrete nature of the list, so when the wave-vector lookup is performed, an energy
delta value is given. The delta value determines the range of energies that are returned
(all k-points with energies between Ef−∆E and Ef +∆E). In fact, there are multiple
energy deltas used during the simulation because of accuracy and speed constraints
(this is discussed in 3.4.3).
3.4.2 The Carrier Drift
A carrier drift is the reaction of a particle to the surrounding electric field. Of course,



















Figure 17: A schematic of the ordered-energy set used in the inverse energy interpo-
lation algorithm.
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particles only drift for short periods of time, to be interrupted by scattering events.
The drift process is characterized by a drift time, τ . The drift time is the unit of
time of the whole simulator; everything is measured with ticks from this clock. One of
the biggest causes of poor performance in the MC simulator occurs when τ is set too
small. This causes excessive drift operations (which causes extra, unnecessary energy
interpolations, scattering checks, etc.); on the other hand, in order to maintain the
stability of the simulator, the drift time cannot be too long either. If the drift time
is too long, a particle could miss necessary scatters. To maintain a balance between
accuracy and speed, the drift time follows this relationship: τ ≈ max{S(E)}/10,
where S(E) is the energy-dependent total-scattering rate.
Now, with the drift time, the particle drifts in the electric field. The particle is
updated in phase-space during a drift. The particle’s wave-vector is updated according
to Eq. 18, where q is the electronic charge and F is the applied electric field. It is
assumed that the particle will drift according to classical Newtonian physics between
two potential scatterings.




The real-space movement is more complicated, and for full-band MC simulators,
some simplifications need to be made. The spatial change resulting from the free-flight











where ∆r is the change in the real-space vector and vg is the group velocity of the
particle. For analytic bands, this equation can be numerically (or directly) evaluated
and the real-space movement will be exact; however, in a full-band simulator, the
band structure function, Eν(k), is much too complicated to be evaluated in the in-
tegral. But, because the drift-time in the MC simulator is small, a simple two-point








where vg,i is the group velocity at the initial k-point and vg,f is the group velocity
after the drift.
After the particle is subjected to a drift process, it can scatter. Since the scattering
rate is simply the probability of a scatter per unit time, the scatter-check formula is
Pscatter = S(E)τ (21)
where S(E) is the energy-dependent total-scattering rate. A random number is cho-
sen, and if the number is less than Pscatter, the particle scatters, otherwise, the particle
“self-scatters.” A self-scatter is a computational result from the discretization of time.
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A particle (on average) will self-scatter 9 times and non-self-scatter 1 time for every
10 drifts. When the particle does scatter, the simulator moves into the scattering
process.
As stated before, the self-scatter is a major computational hurdle in MC simula-
tion. In order to guarantee convergence of the simulation, the drift time must be less
than the maximum scattering rate by a margin (about 10 times less to account for
the randomness of the scattering decision). However, every self-scatter is a wasted
drift since a single double-length drift is equivalent to a drift, self-scatter, drift. The
difference between the two is that the latter involves an additional call to the energy
and energy gradient interpolation. These calls are unnecessary in the former case.
The problem is magnified by the fact that the maximum scattering rate at a given
particle’s energy and the maximum overall scattering rate (from which the drift-time
is derived) can differ by as much as a factor of 1000.
The solution to the self-scattering problem is to use more than one drift time for
differing conditions. The scattering rate can be broken up into different energy regions
with a drift-time for each region, or the drift-time can be computed with a random
distribution [75]. The problem with this technique is that the synchronization of the
ensemble of particles is sacrificed. Therefore extra drifts have to be inserted to re-sync
the ensemble before statistics can be taken from the ensemble, or in the case of the
device, the ensemble must be re-synced even more often. In this work, the constant
drift time is used at the expense of computation time; however, the simulator could
be improved by examining these methods.
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Table 2: The scattering mechanisms and the corresponding electron’s final-state
energy after a scatter.
Scattering mechanism Energy conservation Final state energy
polar optical absorption inelastic Ef = Ei + h̄ωOP
polar optical emission inelastic Ef = Ei − h̄ωOP
non-polar optical absorption inelastic Ef = Ei + h̄ωNP
non-polar optical emission inelastic Ef = Ei − h̄ωNP
acoustic absorption inelastic see text
acoustic emission inelastic see text
ionized impurity elastic Ef = Ei
impact ionization inelastic Ef = Ei − Eg
3.4.3 The Electron Scatter
The scattering process is probably the most complicated section of the simulator. It
starts when it is determined that the particle does indeed scatter (non-self scatter).
From there, the type of scattering mechanism is randomly determined, based on the
relative strength of the scattering rates, and the final state’s energy is calculated,
based on the chosen scattering mechanism.
The choice of scattering mechanisms mirror the scattering rate calculations in
Section 3.3: acoustic, polar optical, non-polar optical, impurity and impact ionization.
The energy of the final state for the particle depends on which type of scattering
occurred. The list of possible scattering types, and the formulas for the particle’s
final-state energy, are given in Table 2. Acoustic phonons (because of their non-
constant phonon energy) require a more complicated final-state energy calculation
(Eq. 22, absorption and Eq. 23, emission) [53]. With the particle’s final energy



























































































It is useful to again mention the removal of the valleys from the simulator, because
the electron’s final-state selection is where the valley-less simulator becomes both
more straightforward and more accurate. With an analytic band structure simulator,
the concept of valleys is simple. An electron can occupy one and only one valley
and cannot be anywhere else; however, with a full-band simulator, an electron can
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be in a valley or not be in a valley. Previous simulator generations used a clever
technique to both find and keep track of valleys throughout the simulation. This
technique works fairly well when only electron drifts are considered, but when the
final-state selection is included, the algorithms become unnecessarily complicated
and potentially inaccurate. The reason is that when the final-state selection uses
analytic formulations, a return to the full-band model becomes difficult. Analytic
final-state selections use an analytic band structure in their derivation, so when these
algorithms are applied to the full-band model, the band structures do not line up. So
the final-state algorithm produces a final k-point for the electron (with by definition
a specific energy); however, the energy of that final state is not the same in the
empirical band structure as it is in the analytic band structure. So if the result of the
analytic final-state selection does not match the empirical band structure, another
iteration of the algorithm must be run. This continues until the two results coincide.
This simulator eliminates this trial algorithm and directly uses the fully-numerical
formulation of the scattering rates to determine the final-state after a scattering event.
By using the full derivation of the scattering rate for final-state selection, every final
k-point chosen is valid; however, some k-points will have a higher probability of being
picked because of the relative strength of that interaction (between the initial k-point
and the potential final k-point). On average, the choices made from the direct, fully-
numerical method will reproduce the analytic final-state formulations used in the
previous work. Again, the simulator circumvents the mathematical derivations of the
scattering mechanisms by relying on the relative strengths of the pure scattering rates
to produce the answer.
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After computing the final energy of the particle, the scattering process needs to
find a list of k-points that have that energy. As mentioned before, there are multiple
energy deltas used to perform the wave-vector interpolation. Using many energy
deltas increases the speed and accuracy of the simulator. The algorithm for choosing
the delta is exhibited in Figure 18. Obviously, as the energy delta increases, the
number of k-points that satisfy the reverse lookup will increase. The choice of ∆E
comes from the trade-off between execution speed and validity. From this trade-off, a
cutoff number of k-points is established, kcutoff . The algorithm starts at the smallest
∆E and does a reverse-lookup query. If the number of k-points returned is greater
than kcutoff , then there are enough points and the algorithm is done. But, if too
few points are found for that delta, ∆E is increased and the lookup is repeated.
∆E continues to grow until the reverse-energy lookup returns at least kcutoff points.
When the algorithm completes, there is a list of potential final-state k-points that
all conserve energy. Next, the scattering process assigns a probability to each of the
k-points and randomly picks one of them.
For all scattering mechanisms except impact ionization, the scattering process
now focuses on momentum conservation. Each k-point in the list already conserves
energy (plus or minus the numerical error, ∆E) and momentum does not need to be
conserved (because the phonon receives the difference); however, each phonon type
does have a probability distribution of wave-vectors. Table 3 contains the probability
distribution for each phonon type, where q = kf − ki is the phonon’s wave-vector.
The algorithm for final-state selection is
foreach(kIW ∈ findkpts(Ef, ∆E))
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Increasing energy delta
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There are enough k-points
at this delta, so the algorithm
stops
Figure 18: Schematic for the algorithm that chooses the energy delta during a scatter.
foreach(w ∈ wedges)
kf = transform wedge(kIW,w)
q = kf − ki
probability = I(kf, ki)×P(q)
end
end
First, the list of IW k-points is found using the energy delta that was determined
in the previous paragraph. Now, the particle can scatter to any location in the BZ
that satisfies energy conservation, and any point in the IW has the same energy as
the equivalent wedge points. So, the resulting final-state k-points from the energy
lookup are transformed to each of the 48 (for zincblende) wedges. With the initial
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Table 3: The phonon type and the phonon wave-vector distribution function.






and potential final k-points, q is computed. Next, for each possible final k-point,
the phonon wave-vector probability, P(q), and the overlap integrals are computed.
For each k-point in the reverse-energy list, the phonon’s wave-vector and the overlap
between the two states are computed, and a running count of the probabilities is
saved. Finally, using a MC rejection technique, a random number chooses the final
state of the particle, and the scattering process is complete.
The final-state selection for impact ionization is slightly different from that of
the other mechanisms, because the impact ionization mechanism does not involve a
phonon; it is an interaction between two electrons. In the simulator, however, it is
modeled as a scattering process. The conservation of energy and the computation of
the wave-vectors remains the same; however, the determination of the final state is
different.
The momentum conservation computation illustrates the first point made about
the multiple ∆E values. Computing the q distribution function and looking up the
overlap takes time. If too many points result from the reverse-energy lookup, then
the performance of the scattering process will be hampered. On the other hand, if too
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Figure 19: A graph of the number of final-state k-points that satisfy the energy delta
conservation taken from a bulk simulation of GaAs.
few points are found, then the choice of phonon wave-vectors may not be large enough
to reproduce the correct distribution for each of the mechanisms. For instance, if,
during a polar-optical event, only 5 points are found in the reverse-lookup algorithm,
then they will conserve energy; however, all 5 points could have a large q. From table
3 it is seen that the probability of a large q for a polar-optical phonon is small, but
if all 5 points have a large q, one of them will have to be chosen, and that selection
will skew the distribution of polar-optical phonons to the high q region. This is
not saying that, during a normal simulation run, there will never be a polar-optical
phonon with a large q, it is just saying that if, for every scatter, all of the choices are
low-probability vectors, then the distributions can become invalid. There has to be
the proper quantity of small qs and large qs to guarantee that the distribution will
be valid. This requires a kcutoff number of final-state possibilities.
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There is another benefit to the varying ∆E values. When the electrons in the
simulator reach higher energies, the number of k-points found in the reverse-energy
lookup increase in related to the density-of-states (Figure 19); as a result, the ∆E
can drop and still satisfy the kcutoff requirement. A smaller ∆E will result in final-
state selections that have a more accurate energy conservation. This is an important
benefit, especially because this simulator is aimed at high-energy effects. So, having
multiple energy deltas results in a simulator that is both faster and more accurate.
The data in Figure 20 are the result of a GaAs MESFET device simulation. The
simulation occurs close to GaAs’s breakdown, so the results include both high energy
and low energy particles. The graphs illustrate the phonon wave-vector probability
distributions mentioned earlier. It is useful to analyze them to prove the validity of
the simulator’s scattering process.
The upper two graphs are the data for the polar-optical phonons. Notice that
there is a very large percent of the distribution at low q, which is what is expected,
since the probability is proportional to 1|q|2 . Next there are the acoustic phonon and
the non-polar-optical phonon graphs. The acoustic phonons have a varied distrib-
ution, but notice that the peak is at large qs (as opposed to the non-polar-optical
phonons, which have a much flatter distribution). This is because the acoustic phonon
scattering rate is directly proportional to |q|, which moves the distribution to large
wave-vectors. The peak in the acoustic distribution near q = 0 arises from the low
energy electrons scattering in the Γ valley. Since those electrons do not have enough
energy to jump to a different valley, they have to scatter within the Γ valley. The
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Figure 20: The q-distribution results (as a percent of all scatters) for all of the
phonon types taken from a simulation of a GaAs MESFET.
analysis, the simulation matches the theoretical phonon wave-vector distributions and
the MC scattering process is confirmed.
3.4.4 The Estimators
Estimators are microscopic variable analyzers. They are continually updated from
the ensemble of particles throughout the simulation. By analyzing the estimators,
macroscopic information about the simulation can be gleaned.
Since MC is an inherently noisy solution, the analysis of the results must be
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carefully considered. In order to reduce the statistical uncertainty of the simulation
results, the simulation time, T , is divided into smaller sections, called output times,
TO. Instead of analyzing the estimators over the entire history and getting one av-
erage value, the estimator sub-history versus time can be used. This allows further
analysis of the microscopic information. Specifically, usually only the later part of the
estimator data is used, because, generally, the beginning of a simulation is marred by
transients.





The gradient velocity is the ensemble average-velocity computed from the gradient








where q is the electronic charge, Ep is the energy of a particle in the ensemble, and
N is the number of particles. This computation occurs at the end of each TO step to
produce the gradient-velocity estimator, vgrad(t).
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The drift-velocity estimator is computed by looking at the amount of energy the








where Ep,i and Ep,f are the energies of a particle before and after a drift, respectively,
and, again, N is the number of particles. The drift estimator is also very accurate,
and, over the length of the simulation, will converge to the same value as the gradient-
velocity estimator does (which should be expected).
The scatter-velocity estimator uses the amount of energy gained and lost through








where Ep,i and Ep,f are the energies of a particle before and after a scatter, respec-
tively. The scattering velocity estimator is noisy, and, in many cases, its usefulness
is limited. The scattering estimator is noisy because of the discrete and infrequent
nature of scatters. When a particle does scatter, the amount of energy gained is large
(so the velocity in that case will be high). However, many times a particle will not
scatter during a TO step, so the scattering velocity estimator jumps from low veloci-
ties to high velocities, but generally oscillates around the correct velocity. However,
in an ideal simulator, the scattering-velocity estimator would converge, over time, to
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Figure 21: Results for some of the estimators calculated during a simulation of bulk
GaAs. The top graph shows a common velocity field curve in bulk GaAs, measured
with each of the velocity estimators. The bottom graph shows a relative error curve
which approximates the error within the calculations.
the other velocity estimators; at high fields it generally does.
The average energy estimator is very simple. It is computed by calculating the














With the bulk MC simulator in place, the system can now be extended to perform
device simulations. As mentioned before, the MC section of the device simulator is
the same as that of the bulk simulator. The only difference between the two is that
the device simulator has extra modules to solve the Poisson equation and keep track
of the real-space locations of the particles.
4.1 Device Algorithm
The flow chart for the device simulator is shown in Figure 22. The simulator consists
of five main modules: surface, renew, charge, poisson and current. In addition
to these device modules, the drift and scatter modules from the MC bulk simulator
are used to compute the reaction of the electrons to the fields present in the device.
Finally, the output module is used to gather the statistics from the simulator for
further post-processing analysis.
The device simulator is initialized by reading in the device structure and placing
the electrons throughout the device. Next, all of the particles in the device are drifted
and scattered, updating the phase-space vector and the real-space location. The
surface module enforces the boundary conditions throughout the device; particles










Figure 22: A schematic overview of the device simulation modules.
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are reintroduced into the device, because of charge neutrality, in the renew module.
Next, the charge module computes the charge and carrier concentration throughout
the device. Then, the poisson module uses the current carrier concentration to
update the potential and electric fields in the device. And finally, the current module
computes the current in the device for that time step. This process continues for the
duration of the simulation. Each of the device modules will be discussed in detail in
the following sections.
4.2 Initialization
The simulator begins by reading all of the material information needed throughout
the simulator: scattering rates, band structures, material parameters and overlap
integrals. Next, the device-specific information, including the grid information and
the doping profile, is loaded. And finally, the data structures needed in the simulator,
like the ordered energy set, are calculated.
To begin the simulation, the electrons in the simulator are grouped into super-
particles because of the high doping concentrations in the device. A super-particle
typically represents ≈ 100, 000 electrons. The simulator starts by distributing the
super-particles throughout the device according to the doping levels provided. The
initial doping profile is then used in both the renew module and the poisson module.
Throughout this discussion, a super-particle will be referred to as a particle or an
electron; however, in the simulator they are always super-particles.
Now, the positions and momenta of the super-particles must be established. The
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Figure 23: The schematic for a single grid cell in the device simulator.
initial doping and applied voltages will govern the steady-state response; however, a
poor initial condition decision will extend the simulation time. So in this work, the
carrier locations are distributed to ensure charge neutrality by randomly distributing
an equal number of electrons as there are dopants, and the carrier momenta are
generated using a randomized Maxwellian distribution. This ensures a relatively
short relaxation time (the only way of reducing the relaxation time further is to pre-
process the device geometry with a drift-diffusion or analytic simulation and read the
steady-state potential in as the initial condition).
4.3 The surface Module
4.3.1 Grid Definition
The grid definition is a very important concept in the device simulator. All of the
calculations and results are defined on the grid, and it represents the physical size and
shape of the device being simulated. The surface module uses the grid to confine
the electrons, by applying the imposed boundary conditions.
A grid point is centered in a grid box (Figure 23). All of the particles contained in
that box (except those that deal with charge) belong to that grid point. For example,
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when computing the average energy of the particles in the device, the corresponding
grid point is assigned the average energy of all of the particles in a grid box corre-
sponding to that grid point. The spacing between two grid points in each direction is
∆x and ∆y, which also define the size of the grid box. Although ∆x does not have to
equal ∆y, in this simulator it does. Repeating these grid points over the whole device
results in a matrix of grid points and grid boxes. As a result, all of the operations
and results in the device simulator operate on these grid matrices.
One of the important decisions to make when defining the grid for the device is
the grid spacing, ∆x. If the grid spacing is too small, then the computation time and
memory requirements become unwieldy; on the other hand, if the grid spacing is too
large, then the device results will not converge properly. Because a large grid will
produce incorrect results, the choice of ∆x errs on the side of small. The upper limit
on the size of the spacing is related to the Debye length of the electrons [40], and is
given by
∆x < λD (28)






where ε0 is the static dielectric constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
absolute lattice temperature, q is the charge of an electron, and n is the carrier con-
centration. A grid spacing of 2.5 nm is chosen in order to satisfy these requirements.
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In addition to the Debye length requirement, the maximum distance that a particle
should travel during a Poisson time-step should be smaller than the grid spacing, so
that a particle does not skip over any grid points during its travels. This criteria is
also satisfied with the choice of ∆x = 2.5 nm.
4.3.2 Boundary Conditions
4.3.2.1 Edge of Device
The edges of the device that do not contain contact regions are modeled with Neu-
mann conditions. This means that there is no flux of charge through that edge;
consequently, the electric field is zero at that point. The surface module simply
reflects a particle off of this boundary. In addition to reflecting the particle in real
space (which keeps the charge flux zero) the particle’s k-point is reflected in the di-
rection that the particle left the device. This is because the k-point of the particle
defines how it reacts to the electric field. Thus, because the particle drifted out of
the device, the k-point needs to be inverted so the direction vector of the particle is
also reflected.
4.3.2.2 Contacts
All the edges of the device that are left are covered by contacts. There are two
kinds of contacts that this simulator can handle: ohmic and Schottky. As far as the
surface module is concerned, both contacts behave exactly the same. They are both
perfectly absorbing. If a particle leaves through either of the two contact types, it
is included in the current calculation and the particle is deleted from the ensemble.
The difference between the two contacts comes into play during the renew module.
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4.4 The renew Module
The renew module injects particles back into the device and removes extra particles
from the device to maintain charge neutrality. The two different types of contacts
(ohmic and Schottky) are differentiated in this module. Since a Schottky contact
is rectifying, no particles can enter this contact. As a result, the renew module
completely ignores the Schottky contacts and only considers the ohmic contacts.
The device is defined with a specific initial doping concentration. When this con-
centration is translated into the particle ensemble, the result is an electron count for
each grid cell. This is where the renew module gets its charge neutrality information.
In the cell directly adjacent to the ohmic contact, charge neutrality is enforced. If
the current number of electrons in the neutral cell is more than the doping electron
count, then electrons are removed from the device (through that ohmic contact) un-
til that cell is charge-neutral. Conversely, if the current number of electrons is less
than the doping electron count, then particles are injected into the cell through the
contact. The particles that are injected are uniformly distributed along the length of
the grid cell, on the edge adjacent with the contact. The momentum of the electron
is directed into the device, and the initial k-point is computed randomly from the
thermal equilibrium distribution. The result is a charge-neutral layer of cells directly
below the ohmic contact.
4.5 The charge Module
With all of the boundary conditions and contact detections completed, the simulator
can calculate the charge distribution throughout the device. As stated before, the
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normal grid box rules are not used in this module. If the regular grid box rules
were used, termed the nearest-neighbor rules, some accuracy would be lost because
a super-particle (which represents the charge of many electrons) on the border of a
grid cell should really be divided between the two adjacent grid points. This scheme,
called cloud-in-cell, is used for the charge distribution because of the large impact it
has on the simulation. The charge distribution is integral in determining the potential
and field profile, and the field profile is the most important factor in driving all of
the electrons in the system. So, even though the cloud-in-cell method takes more
computation time, it is used in the charge module to ensure the greatest accuracy.
4.5.1 Cloud-in-Cell
The cloud-in-cell method is used to distribute super-particle charge. Since each of
the particles in the simulation is not an individual electron, but, is in fact, a cluster
of many electrons, assigning the entire charge of the super-particle to one grid point
would be a great simplification. The cloud-in-cell method distributes a portion of
charge to up to four adjacent grid points (Figure 24). The super-particle’s charge
is modeled as a uniform box of charge with a size equal to that of a grid box (the
black square). Now, this charge box will overlap up to four grid boxes (the four boxes
with black points in them). A fraction of total super-particle charge is distributed to
each of the four grid points (the four black points) based on the area of the overlap
between the charge box and the corresponding grid box.
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Figure 24: An illustration of the cloud-in-cell algorithm.
4.6 The poisson Module
The poisson module is used to calculate the electrostatic potential (and the field
profile) throughout the device. The Poisson equation gives the electrostatic potential









where Φ is the electrostatic potential, ρ is the charge density distribution, and ε is
the dielectric constant. Although the Poisson equation can be solved analytically,
in general, for the complex charge distributions seen in a MC simulation, it must be
solved numerically. As with the previous device work [31], an iterative finite-difference
scheme is used to solve the equation. The potential is discretized on the same grid
points as used for the other variables, and the charge distribution comes from the
cloud-in-cell method mentioned previously. The finite-difference scheme is applied to
the partial derivatives, resulting in





where i and j are the node indices of the grid points, ρi,j is the charge density at node
(i, j) from the charge module, and ∆x and ∆y are the grid spacings from Figure 23.
Each grid-point in the device has one Equation 31 associated with it, so the resulting
equation to be solved is a large system of linear equations.
Eq. 31 is used for internal, non-boundary nodes. When the node, (i, j), is a bound-
ary node, the boundary conditions come into play. As described previously, there are
two different boundary conditions: Dirichlet and Neumann. Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions force the electrostatic potential at a node to a given voltage:
Φi,j = Vapplied (32)
Neumann boundary conditions force the field to zero, which means that the electro-
static potential at the boundary is equal to the potential at the adjacent grid-point.
Since the Neumann boundary condition varies with the location of the boundary,
there are four cases:

Φi,j+1 + Φi,j−1 + 2Φi−1,j − 4Φi,j = −ρi,jε ∆x∆y top
Φi,j+1 + Φi,j−1 + 2Φi+1,j − 4Φi,j = −ρi,jε ∆x∆y bottom
Φi+1,j + Φi−1,j + 2Φi,j+1 − 4Φi,j = −ρi,jε ∆x∆y left
Φi+1,j + Φi−1,j + 2Φi,j−1 − 4Φi,j = −ρi,jε ∆x∆y right
(33)
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Combining Eq. 31, Eq. 32, and Eq. 33 results in a system of linear equations of
the form P · Φ = c where P is the linear coefficient matrix, Φ is the electrostatic
potential at each grid point, and c is a constant vector, filled with constants:






The resulting matrix is very large, containing approximately 10 million elements.
This, however, does not prove to be that difficult (or time consuming) to solve. Of
course, the matrix is not solved directly with inversion. Since the matrix is sparse
(only having 5 non-zero diagonals), a conjugate gradient squared iterative solver is
used [41]. This method provides both good convergence and fast execution speed.
The result is the potential at each grid point in the device. With the potential at
each grid point, the computation of the electric field at each grid point is trivial. So,
the poisson module is complete, having updated the potential and electric field in
the device to match that of the new charge distribution.
4.7 The current Module
The final module in the device simulator is the current module. This is where the
electron distribution is analyzed to compute the currents in the device. The simplest
method for computing the current is to count the number of particles that enter
and leave the device through the contacts. Throughout the simulation, a net total
number of electrons that left through each contact is recorded. At the end of the
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Figure 25: The raw electron count results for a GaAs MESFET simulation. The
graph shows the cumulative net number of electrons that enter the device through
the drain, gate, and source contacts. The current through a given terminal is the
derivative of its electron count line.
simulation, this total is the output for each time step (Figure 25). The derivative of
this data is the current through that contact. To achieve proper steady-state current
convergence, the simulation needs to last long enough. Generally, 5 ps is enough to




With the device simulator in place, allowing the simulation of GaAs, 3C-SiC, and
ZB-GaN MESFETs, the first analysis made is the comparison of the direct-current
(DC) breakdown of these materials. The details of these analyses are given in this
chapter. First, a brief description of the theory of DC breakdown is given, followed
by some implementation details, and, finally, the results from the simulations.
5.1 Theory
Device breakdown occurs when the fields in the device are high enough to induce
impact ionization. The result of the impact ionization events is the addition of cur-
rent carrying particles. This additional current from the impact ionization is the
breakdown current. The definition of DC breakdown, however, includes the hole
population, which this work does not include. So a modified view of breakdown is
introduced (as with our previous breakdown work [31]). In this work, the DC break-
down of a device is defined as the point at which the drain current due to breakdown
is 3% of the total drain current in the device. This allows the DC breakdown to be
computed without the use of holes, and the computation still be accurate. The effect
of holes in breakdown is negligible until the device enters the multiplication region,
which occurs after the onset of impact ionization. The simulations in this work stop
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Figure 26: A cross-section of the simulated MESFET for DC breakdown.
soon after the onset of impact ionization, so the net multiplication is relatively low.
5.2 Implementation
A 0.1µm gate-length MESFET is used for the breakdown calculations. The geometry
and doping levels of the device are shown in Figure 26. This device is the same as
that used in our previous GaN MESFET simulations [31, 50]. The ionized doping
in the device is uniform at 3 × 1017cm−3, but contains two surface depletion regions
(the drain-gate and source-gate) that have an ionized doping of 1× 1013cm−3. These
regions are used to model the interface states that are usually present in devices made
from ZB-GaN and 3C-SiC. The simulation parameters are an ambient temperature
of 300 K, a uniform grid with a spacing of 2.5 nm in both the x and z directions,
50,000 super particles, and a simulation time of 5 ps. The material parameters and




To verify the accuracy of the simulator, we first compare our simulation results for
GaAs to those of Awano et al. [76]. The resulting low-voltage current-voltage charac-
teristics (shown in Figure 27) for this 0.25µm MESFET are in very good agreement
with Awano, et al., which verifies the validity of our simulator. The slight difference
in the slopes of the I-V curves at higher gate voltages is due to the non-ideal numeri-
cal band structure we employ. Awano, et al. use an analytical band structure, where
the mass is smaller throughout the entire Γ valley than in the full band model, which
leads to higher currents at lower gate voltages. The slight differences between the
fully-numerical band structure and the analytical band structure, at low energy, are
due to EPM and the numerical errors of the discretization of the IW.
Next, to confirm the 3C-SiC results, we compared the zero-field mobility in 3C-
SiC to results from experiments [27]. The results from the mobility simulation are
shown in Figure 28. The two solid lines show the range of experimental values from
the experiments, while the dotted line is from our simulation of bulk 3C-SiC. Zero-
field mobilities are notoriously hard to calculate in a Monte Carlo simulator, because
there is no field to drive the electrons. The entire simulation is based on the scat-
tering rates which are, by definition, discrete. However, for the range of impurity
concentrations present in the device, our simulator gives very good agreement, and
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Figure 27: Low-voltage simulation results for a GaAs MESFET. The points are
simulation results from Awano, et al., and the solid lines are simulation results from
the simulator in this work.
35%. The high concentration region provides higher accuracy because of the signif-
icant increase in the impurity scattering rate. This increase gives the Monte Carlo
simulator more scatterings per time, which increases the accuracy of the results by
making the scatterings more continuous.
5.3.2 DC Breakdown
The calculated drain currents vs. drain-source voltages for ZB-GaN, 3C-SiC and
GaAs are shown in Figure 29. The drain-source voltage varies for each material, and
the gate-source voltage includes -0.1 V and -1.1 V. The Schottky barrier potential
height is included in Vgs. The currents are calculated with and without impact ion-
ization at each gate voltage and drain-source voltage. Using the new definition of the
DC breakdown voltage, at a gate-source bias of -0.1 V, the breakdown voltage for
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Experimental results (see text)
Figure 28: Comparison of zero-field mobility in 3C-SiC with experiment. The two
solid lines indicate the range of experimental values.
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Figure 29: The output characteristics of the MESFET showing DC breakdown. For
each material, there are two gate voltages present: -0.1 V and -1.1 V for the higher
and lower current curve, respectively. In addition, the drain current is calculated
twice, once with impact ionization (dotted lines) and once without impact ionization
(solid lines). The DC breakdown voltage is calculated as described in the text.
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Figure 30: The density of states for GaAs, ZB-GaN, and 3C-SiC as a function of
energy.
GaAs, 3C-SiC and ZB-GaN are approximately 5 V, 16 V, and 18 V, respectively.
This sequence of breakdown voltages is expected simply based on the relative val-
ues of the energy gap; however, the energy gap does not fully determine the breakdown
condition. In general, two conditions determine impact ionization-induced break-
down. These are the impact ionization transition rate, which in turn is a strong
function of the bandgap, and the rate at which the carriers heat up to energies where
impact ionization can occur. The latter condition is a strong function of the density
of states. The density of states for each material is shown in Figure 30. This figure
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shows that the density of states in 3C-SiC is much higher at low energies than the
density of states of ZB-GaN and GaAs, because 3C-SiC is an indirect-bandgap mate-
rial. ZB-GaN and GaAs have only the single Γ-valley states at low energies, whereas
3C-SiC has six X-valley states. The larger number of states in the low energy region
means that the electrons in 3C-SiC heat slower than do the electrons in ZB-GaN and
GaAs. For a given low-voltage bias condition, the electrons in a 3C-SiC device are,
on average, cooler than the electrons in a ZB-GaN (or GaAs) device. However, since
the threshold energy for impact ionization is significantly lower in 3C-SiC than in
ZB-GaN, breakdown is still reached in 3C-SiC before that in ZB-GaN.
5.3.3 Average Energy
It is also useful to examine the spatial average energy of electrons in the device
(Figure 31). The gate-source voltage for the mean electron energy calculations is
-0.1 V, and the drain-source voltage remains constant at 5 V. The energy is averaged
over all of the electrons with the same x-grid point (where the x-direction is defined
in Figure 26) for each grid point in the x-direction. The differences in the average-
energy distribution reiterate the density-of-states argument stated before. Electrons
in GaAs at breakdown have a very high average energy. The reason it achieves such
energies is because of its relatively small density-of-states and its small electron mass.
The electrons heat up quickly in GaAs. Comparing ZB-GaN and 3C-SiC we see that
3C-SiC does indeed have a cooler electron distribution. Again, this is due to the fact
that 3C-SiC is an indirect material and has a significantly higher density-of-states, at
low energies, than does either ZB-GaN or GaAs.
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Figure 31: The spatial average-energy through the device for each material. The
drain voltage is 5 V for all materials and the gate voltage is -0.1 V. The mean energy
is calculated by averaging the electron energy of every electron with the same x-grid
position.
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The band population of electrons throughout the device is shown in Figure 32.
The spatial band population is computed by summing the number of electrons that
populate the second conduction band in the z-direction. The percentage of penetra-
tion is shown on the y-axis. Only GaAs and 3C-SiC (Vd = 5 V for GaAs, Vd = 15 V
for 3C-SiC, and Vg = -0.1 V for both) are shown, because there are no electrons in the
second band in ZB-GaN, because the energy of the second band is greater than the
threshold energy of impact ionization. Even in GaAs and 3C-SiC, the population is
very small, because the device is just entering the multiplication region, and complete
breakdown occurs with few impact-ionization events. The band population reinforces
the high-energy, high-field regions of the MESFET, with the peak of the high-fields
being at the end of the drain contact.
5.3.4 Velocity
The velocity-vector plots in Figure 33 again show the active regions of the device.
The graphs show the final average-electron velocity for a drain voltage equal to the
breakdown voltage (5 V for GaAs, 16 V for 3C-SiC, and 18 V for ZB-GaN) and a
gate voltage of -0.1 V. The depletion region under the gate contact is readily seen, as
well as the edge-effects near the 0.5µm side of the device. As expected, the current-
carrying region of the MESFET extends from the source, around the depletion region,
to the near side of the drain contact.
5.3.5 Conclusions
The DC breakdown characteristics of the ZB-GaN, 3C-SiC, and GaAs MESFETs are
determined. ZB-GaN and 3C-SiC have a similar DC breakdown voltage, with both
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Figure 32: The second conduction band population percentage for GaAs and 3C-SiC.
The population is taken at the breakdown voltage for each material. The percentage
is calculated by counting all of the electrons that populate the second band with the
same x-grid position. The population of ZB-GaN is not shown because the second
band population in this material is zero.
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Figure 33: The electron velocity vector plot throughout the MESFET for each ma-
terial. The drain voltage of the data for each material is the DC breakdown voltage
for that material. The length of the vector is proportional to the magnitude of the
average velocity, and the arrow points in the direction of the average velocity for that
location.
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being approximately a factor-of-four greater than the DC breakdown voltage of GaAs.
3C-SiC has a high DC breakdown voltage because of both its relatively large energy
gap and its very large low-energy density of states, which results in a cooler device
than in either ZB-GaN or GaAs.
From this work, it is found that the MESFET devices made from the wide-bandgap
materials perform significantly better than those of the smaller bandgap material,
GaAs. It should be noted that due to the inherent uncertainties in the band structure,
phonon scattering rates, and impact ionization coefficients, the calculations presented
serve only as general guidelines to the expected performance of both the ZB-GaN and
3C-SiC. Until there is a more thorough body of experimental results for these emerging
semiconductors, it is only possible to provide qualitative analyses of MESFET devices.
Even so, it can be expected that both ZB-GaN and 3C-SiC amplifier designs will




With the DC simulations complete, the second analysis made is the comparison of the
enhancement of device breakdown during radio-frequency (RF) operation for these
materials. The details of these analyses are given in this chapter. First, a brief
description of the theory of RF breakdown is given, followed by the implementation
details, and finally the results of the simulations.
6.1 Theory
Device RF breakdown is a very important effect in the design of high-power semi-
conductor devices. When these devices are used in high-power, high-frequency ap-
plications, the devices can be operated beyond DC breakdown [77–81]. Since the
breakdown voltage under RF conditions is higher than that under DC conditions, the
maximum output power can be greater under RF excitation than under DC condi-
tions.
The reason that the high-frequency breakdown is higher than the DC breakdown
is because of the reaction time of the carriers in the device. If the carriers reacted
instantaneously to the change in bias during the RF excitation, then once the bias
crossed the DC breakdown level the device would break down. However, they do not
react instantaneously. The carrier reaction time is a function of the device material,
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the device structure, and the bias condition. At high operating frequencies, the
bias voltage is changing faster than the carriers can react, so there is a delay in the
heating of the carriers (for that bias). In effect, the RF excitation is creating a virtual
breakdown bias (near the RF large-signal peaks) that is below the DC breakdown
voltage and is dependent on the frequency of the excitation. If the large signal
excitation falls below its peak voltage before the carriers heat to the DC breakdown
point then breakdown is suspended. This effect is shown in Figure 34, where V2
represents the DC breakdown voltage of a device and f1, f2, f3, f4 are the frequencies
of the excitation with f4 > f3 > f2 > f1. In this simple illustration, the black curve
represents the RF bias applied to the terminals of the device, and the red curve
represents the reaction of the carriers to that bias. We assume that if the red curve
touches the V2 on the black curve, breakdown occurs.
6.2 Implementation
The methodology for computing the RF breakdown is more complicated than that
with DC breakdown because of the different nature of the processes involved, namely
the fact that the process is no longer steady state, but rather the process is time
dependent. Consequently the non-equilibrium distribution function (and its tail that
determines the breakdown) changes in time. An overview of the process is as follows.
First a base frequency is selected, which is the starting point for the RF calcula-
tions. At that frequency an RF excitation is found that produces a fixed amount
of breakdown in the device (beyond the normal DC amount). The same frequency














Figure 34: Illustration of the effect of RF excitation. V2 represents the DC break-
down voltage of a hypothetical device and f1, f2, f3, f4 are the frequencies of the
excitation with f4 > f3 > f2 > f1. In this simple illustration, the black curve repre-
sents the RF bias applied to the terminals of the device, and the red curve represents
the reaction of the carriers to that bias.
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breakdown of each material is different, the amplitude of the RF excitation for each
material will be different. Now that all of the materials are starting from the same RF
breakdown point, the frequency (with the same bias) of the excitation is increased.
This will cause the amount of breakdown to decrease with increasing frequency. The
frequency at which the breakdown ceases is termed the “RF breakdown frequency.”
The relationship between the RF breakdown bias and the RF breakdown frequency
is reversed: the lower the RF breakdown frequency the higher the RF bias can be
without device breakdown occurring.
The RF breakdown frequency will be different for each material because of dif-
ferences in the band structure and material transport properties. And since, each
device structure is the same, and the RF excitation starting point is the same, the
result is only based on the characteristics of the material. A material with a lower
RF breakdown frequency provides better high-frequency performance, because is is
easier to cause breakdown to cease. In other words, for an equivalent high-frequency
application, a larger RF excitation can be applied to this material without breakdown
occurring.
The methodology for computing the RF breakdown of a device is as follows. A
large-signal RF bias is applied between the drain and source, simulating on-state
breakdown. Though in most standard common source configurations the RF signal
is applied to the gate, this situation is more difficult and computationally expensive
to simulate using the Monte Carlo method. The RF breakdown results that are
presented are nevertheless useful in examining the effect on the breakdown voltage
due to an RF excitation, since the frequency dependence of the carrier heating is
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somewhat independent of the bias condition. The waveform applied to the drain
contact is assumed to be sinusoidally varying between high and low voltages, Vhi
and Vlow, respectively, with angular frequency, ω (Eq. 35). The drain current is
again (like under DC breakdown analysis) calculated under two conditions, with and




)− (Vhi − Vlow
2
)cos(ωt+ π/2) (35)
A 0.1µm gate-length MESFET is used for the RF breakdown calculations. The
geometry and doping levels of the device are shown in Figure 35. This device is the
same as that used in the computation of the DC breakdown. The ionized concentra-
tion in the device is uniform at 3×1017cm−3, but contains two surface depletion regions
(the drain-gate and source-gate) that each have an ionized doping of 1 × 1013cm−3.
These regions are used to model the interface states that are usually present in de-
vices made from ZB-GaN and 3C-SiC. The simulation parameters are an ambient
temperature of 300 K, a uniform grid with a spacing of 2.5 nm in both the x and z
directions, and 50,000 super particles. The material parameters and band structures
that are used in the simulator were given in Chapter 3.
The simulation time for RF simulation is different from that used in the DC cal-
culations. In the DC calculations, a fixed simulation time of 5ps was used, which
allowed the simulation to converge. In the RF simulations, more simulation time is
needed because of the period of the RF excitation. In addition, because the Monte
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Figure 35: A cross-section of the simulated MESFET for RF breakdown. The contact
locations and doping profiles are shown.
Carlo simulator needs time to compute the electron distribution throughout the de-
vice, the RF bias applied to the transistor cannot begin with the RF excitation at
time zero. A slow ramp to the RF mid-point is needed to give the simulator time to
compute the equilibrium electron distribution. If the ramp is too fast the simulator
will end up in a non-physical distribution state. Figure 36 shows an example RF
excitation for the ZB-GaN MESFET.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 RF Breakdown Starting Point
In order to compute the RF breakdown of the device, we need to determine a common
starting point for all of the materials. The drain voltage (Vds) has a RF bias voltage
described by Eq. 35, and a gate voltage (Vgs) of -0.1 V. In these calculations, we
are mainly interested in determining the frequency at which the device no longer
experiences the breakdown condition for a given excitation. In order to achieve this
(and taking into account the uncertainty of the current computed in a Monte Carlo
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Figure 36: An example of the RF excitation voltage versus time for the ZB-GaN
MESFET simulation. The simulation voltage ramps up to the mid-point of the RF
excitation, then continues sinusoidally for two periods.
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simulator), it is best to select a baseline bias condition such that the calculated drain
currents with and without impact ionization are significantly different. To this end,
the specific sinusoidal waveform (the Vhi and Vlow) is found that produces a breakdown
of 10% at a frequency of ω = 20 GHz. First, a Vlow point is chosen significantly below
the DC breakdown point, then RF simulations are run with varying Vhi points around
the DC breakdown point. Once these simulations are complete, a narrower range
is found, and the process continues until a Vhi is found that produces the required
breakdown. A sample result of the current (both with impact ionization and without)
for the ZB-GaN material is shown in Figure 37.
The results of these simulations are found in Figures 38, 39, and 40, for materials
GaAs, ZB-GaN, and 3C-SiC. The figures show the percent impact ionization through-
out the simulation time. Like in the DC calculations, the percent impact ionization
is computed as the percentage difference between the currents in a simulation with
impact ionization off and one with impact ionization on. The resulting biases for the
RF excitations are given by Eq. 36.

Vds(t) = 3.8− 1.8cos(ωt+ π/2), for GaAs
Vds(t) = 13.75− 8.75cos(ωt+ π/2), for ZB-GaN
Vds(t) = 11.7− 7.7cos(ωt+ π/2), for 3C-SiC
(36)
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Figure 37: Sample current results of the RF simulation of a ZB-GaN MESFET. The
frequency of the RF excitation is 20 GHz with Vds(t) = 13.75 − 8.75cos(ωt + π/2).
The results include the current both with impact ionization on and with impaction
ionization off. The figure clearly shows the breakdown of the device.
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Vhi = 4 V
Vhi = 5 V
Vhi = 5.6 V
Vhi = 6 V
Figure 38: Computation of the RF breakdown starting point in a GaAs MESFET.
The graph shows impact ionization percentage versus time for the two periods of the
simulation. The drain voltage is varied in order to find the one that produces 10% of
impact ionization at the peak.
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Vhi = 21 V
Vhi = 22.5 V
Vhi = 23 V
Vhi = 24 V
Figure 39: Computation of the RF breakdown starting point in a ZB-GaN MESFET.
The graph shows impact ionization percentage versus time for the two periods of the
simulation. The drain voltage is varied in order to find the one that produces 10% of
impact ionization at the peak.
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Vhi = 18 V
Vhi = 19.4 V
Vhi = 20 V
Vhi = 21 V
Figure 40: Computation of the RF breakdown starting point in a 3C-SiC MESFET.
The graph shows impact ionization percentage versus time for the two periods of the
simulation. The drain voltage is varied in order to find the one that produces 10% of
impact ionization at the peak.
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6.3.2 RF Breakdown
With a suitable starting point for each material, the RF excitation frequency is in-
creased until the device no longer exhibits breakdown (the condition where the calcu-
lated drain currents with and without impact ionization drop below 3%). Due to the
noise in the currents calculated from a Monte Carlo simulation it is useful to plot each
frequency’s breakdown, then fit a curve to the results. The RF breakdown results are
shown in Figure 41.
The resulting RF breakdown results are 80 GHz, 130 GHz, and 180 GHz for GaAs,
3C-SiC, and ZB-GaN, respectively. It is interesting to note that both GaAs and 3C-
SiC have a lower RF breakdown frequency than does ZB-GaN (which means that
they can handle larger relative RF excitations without breaking down). Of course,
in a GaAs MESFET, the power level at any frequency will be much lower than in
either 3C-SiC or ZB-GaN, because the DC breakdown is much lower. However, when
only comparing the enhancement of device breakdown during RF excitation, GaAs
is better. As stated earlier, it was suggested that as the frequency of the excitation
increases, the electrons can no longer fully respond to the changing electric field.
As a result, their energy and, consequently, their ionization coefficient settles to an
intermediate value between the value that would occur from a DC voltage at the low
point of the RF bias and value that would occur from a DC voltage at the high point
of the RF bias. Thus for some frequencies, the carriers achieve an average energy
below that needed for breakdown.
In a similar way that the shape and magnitude of the density of states (DOS)
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Figure 41: The RF breakdown results for GaAs, 3C-SiC, and ZB-GaN. The data
points from the simulations are shown as dots, and the fit of the data is shown as a
line. The RF breakdown frequency is found when the line crosses the 3% ionization
line. The results are 80 GHz, 130 GHz, and 180 GHz for GaAs, 3C-SiC, and ZB-GaN,
respectively.
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help determine the DC breakdown, the DOS plays a large role in the determination
of the RF breakdown. In the case of DC breakdown, the low energy region of the
DOS plays the important role. Since the DC breakdown computation starts from
a zero bias condition and increases until impact ionization is achieved, the low en-
ergy DOS produces electron inertia that slows the heating of electrons on the way
toward breakdown (causing a higher DC breakdown). In the RF breakdown case,
the electrons are already heated (from the ramp to the center of the RF bias), so the
low energy DOS plays little role in the determination of RF breakdown (since the
electrons are already beyond that point). Instead, the higher energy region between
about 1eV and 3eV of the DOS comes into play. Figure 42 shows the DOS of each
material in that region.
Contrary to the low energy DOS, where 3C-SiC dominates because the material
is indirect, in the medium-energy DOS, GaAs dominates, with 3C-SiC following, and
ZB-GaN the lowest. This follows exactly the ordering of the results from the RF
breakdown calculation. So, physically, the electrons in GaAs cannot follow the RF
signal as rapidly as they can in ZB-GaN. We believe that this is again due to the
difference in the medium-energy DOS, resulting in a larger electron inertia in GaAs
than exists in 3C-SiC and ZB-GaN. At high-energy DOS regions, the device is already
beyond breakdown, so this section of the DOS does not come into play in MESFET
analysis.
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Investigation into the RF breakdown behavior of ZB-GaN, 3C-SiC, and GaAs MES-
FETs shows that a GaAs MESFET is found to suppress RF breakdown the best,
with 3C-SiC second, and, finally, ZB-GaN. As the RF signal increases, the electrons
can no longer fully respond to the changing electric field. The differences among the
materials are found to be caused by the medium-energy DOS. The higher DOS exhib-
ited in GaAs give the electrons in that device more inertia and prevents the electrons
from reaching a high enough energy to produce impact ionization.
RF breakdown is a useful phenomenon that can allow a higher maximum output
power from devices made of certain materials. Since an RF bias can prevent the
breakdown of materials at voltages where DC breakdown would occur, devices under
RF bias can use higher RF biases to produce larger amounts of output power. In
this work, it is found that 3C-SiC may allow higher power high-frequency devices
than possible with ZB-GaN devices, because the DC breakdowns in both materials
are similar, and the RF breakdown in 3C-SiC is lower than that in ZB-GaN, allowing
3C-SiC to operate further beyond breakdown under RF excitations.
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Summary of Results
The objective of the research was to analyze device performance for emerging cubic-
phase wide-bandgap semiconductors. By comparing two wide-bandgap semiconduc-
tors, ZB-GaN and 3C-SiC, to a current, well-understood semiconductor, GaAs, we can
understand the advantages and disadvantages of these two materials. This research
involved writing a wholly new, full-band Monte Carlo simulator that was general
enough to simulate all three materials. The simulator that was designed in this work
allows the simulation of any cubic-phase material. With the proper electronic band
structure and material parameters, a device made from any cubic-phase material can
be simulated. Specifically, the advances that allow this flexibility are the numerical
computation of the carrier scattering rates and the new electron final-state selection
(i.e. the removal of electron valleys).
The carrier scattering rates are computed numerically for each semiconductor
material using the new scattering rate convergence information described here [64].
In addition, the two fitting parameters allow materials with very little experimental
or theoretical information available to be simulated. Most other simulators require
extensive fitting to produce accurate results. For the materials of interest in this
research, this information required by these fitting parameters is lacking.
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The final-state selection algorithm uses the overlap integrals and the scattering
rate dependencies in its calculation. This not only increases the accuracy of the simu-
lation, it also allows the simulator to simulate indirect materials. Previous simulators
that used half-analytical, half-numerical final-state selection could not do this, since
the analytical portions of the algorithm failed to work when the conduction band
minimum was not at Γ. Included in the final state selection is a new way to perform
reverse-energy interpolation. By using a set of energy deltas instead of one, the MC
simulator is both faster and more accurate, especially at higher energies.
The results from this work are the first comparison of the wide-bandgap semi-
conductor materials, ZB-GaN and 3C-SiC, to the smaller bandgap material GaAs.
It is also the first published theoretical MESFET breakdown results for 3C-SiC. In
addition, the ZB-GaN results are much improved over previous ones, owing to the
improved fully-numerical final-state selection. In addition, a high-frequency analy-
sis of the three materials was performed. The high-frequency analysis looked at the
breakdown of a MESFET during RF operation. It was found that a MESFET can be
pushed beyond DC breakdown during RF operation, which allows higher bias volt-
ages, and higher output power. The combination of the DC breakdown analysis and
the RF breakdown analysis provides a comprehensive analysis of the device operation
of these cubic-phase wide-bandgap semiconductors.
7.2 Recommendations of Future Work
Although the Monte Carlo simulator designed in this work is implemented to include
as much physics as possible, there are still some areas for improvement. The first
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improvement (and probably the most difficult) would be to calculate numerically the
phonon dispersion curves. In this work, the optical phonons are assumed to have a
constant energy, while the acoustic phonon is assumed to be a well-behaved function
of the wave-vector. The calculation of the phonon dispersion relations requires the use
of a pseudo-rigid ion calculation. Although the calculation of the phonon dispersion
relations would increase the accuracy of the calculated scattering rates, it requires
many experimentally measured parameters. It is questionable whether the parameters
would be available for the emerging materials found in this work and future works.
The second area for improvement is the use of k-dependent scattering rates. In
the zincblende phase crystals, the inherent symmetries of the crystal allowed the as-
sumption that the scattering rates are only dependent on the energy of the electron.
If the simulator is extended to other crystal phases, this assumption will no longer
be valid. A k-dependent scattering rate simulator will involve changes to both the
simulator and the scattering rate calculations. The change to k-dependent scattering
rates will involve both larger simulator memory requirements and larger computa-
tional requirements.
The final improvement that can be made is the extension of the simulator to
support other crystal structures (most importantly, wurtzite). A wurtzite-phase sim-
ulator is much more data-intensive (and, thus, more memory-intensive). First of all,
as mentioned before, the simulator will need to have k-dependent scattering rates.
The irreducible wedge of wurtzite is larger than that in zincblende, so the size of
the scattering rate computations will be much bigger. In addition, there are often 12
conduction bands in wurtzite phases materials, which means that the band structures
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will be larger. Both of these requirements will mean that the simulators will require
more memory and more computational power to provide reasonable simulation times.
But with the success of a wurtzite-phase simulator comes a great number of additional
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